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^-5/!:*$f*L.t/n h c p<fjgM!^i:L.T«, ^itfiStt

M4{c?*r'5t&^WS-&ttS:3^«LX. ±Mmm (T

i. Zn. Y. Zr, Ru. Re, Gd. Tb. Hf©
lSSfc«2a£l.±) t'. Co. Cr. Fe. Ni

^m<tr^rcit>, ±mmm (ti. zn. y, zr. r
u. Re. Gd. Tb. H f ©5^ ia*fc»i2att
±) »CC. O. N. S i. B. P^^ijPLfc^^^fflti

vmm.tin<DM:i^mil\^x^t. ru, rucf. Hf.
HfB. Re<&*tfSC:t*<-C^-5.

[0 0 2 1] isiPi©jffliM3Jcffltri?,ns f c cmmun
t LTtt. Ni. Cu. Pd. Ag. Pt. Ir. A
u. A 1 ia*}t:tt2a£tJiSr5 0 a tetJi-g^*

^rfflV^St. Sia6S'lt]K4CDSii[BH|6]tt^iiSf!6-5^1tdi

r^S;t:J6*f*UVi. f c c«jt**)|BttLT«. M
ifiaEffiK4{rM-rst&^®s^tt*#iSbT, J:E*^<s^

(Ni. Cu. Pd. Ag. Pt. Ir. Au. Al®
0t>im^tcit2miH±) JC. Co. Cr. Fe. Ni

StiBBftf-Sfc*. ±mtn (Ni. Cu. Pd. Ag.
Pt. I r. Au. Al<Do^im^tzit2m&.±)
;c. C. O. N. Si. B. pernio

BB(SlSrJ^Jg3{c»jgCffll,»&ns fee
mm^n(Dmi^mii\^T\ii. ni, nicfn. cu.
P d B^-^ff-SCltdt-C^-i).

[0 0 2 2] i2(S]©JffllM3«^P$«. l~5 0nni(iff

SU<tt2~3 0nm. S ^JcjfSL< «2 ~ 2 0 n

m) tr^(Dtm^L\,\ z(Dm-^f)^±mmmMmrs>
St. ^iHE^ttM4»c*itt-5SitgHF6jtt*^'iSTb. mm

*«±IBtiglffl*i8;lS<!:, Sitfi8ttJ^4lC*JtiTi!g*i|S^^

[0 0 2 3] iiitatffi^4tt. "eomummmamwz
ni^T^\zmmizm\Pii'tzm^mmA^i^u^h(ox'$>
0. -e©*Ji^<*:LT«. CoCrX3«. CoCrPt

CoCrTa^. C o C r P t XS^R. C o P t X3
^ (X3:Ta. Zr. Nb. Cu. Re. Ni. M
n. Ge. Si, O. N. iSJ:ZSB(Oo-^im^tzit2

m^±) cD^^$:fflii;5(D;5w^bvn mz. mmMit
m4<Dmtim^m:fsi/t^Wit(>^fzit)iz. cocrptx
Zm. C o P t X3*©^^T. Pt^W^*i8~2 4a

12

¥^1 4-2 2 a t XizT^t. jS»?tgiE^JgfiStiEg^ (-

Hn) ^mmizo&.±t-r^z.tt^i!t. mnrcmm'^

tti^4!c«. m^^mmn (co. co^^. Fe. f
e-t^fjiH) izA^mUm (Pd, Pd^^. Pt. P
t^^) t^^r^Miziytzr^xmmi^tzmi&timm-c^

^'d^W. Co. CoX4. Fe, F e X4CDtiTtl*^

*^^;^SJli:. P d. P dX4. P t . P t X4 (X4 :

Cr. Pt. Ta. B. O, Ru, S i (Do*> im^fz
10 ^i2m&.±) <Di^Tni^^^iE>fji^m^s^^mtzt:>rz-ox

|g)iUfc«it*^ffl-r-5C<t*«T^5. ±ffiCoCr
3S. CoCrPt^, CoCrTaJR, CoCrPtX
3;s, coPtx3*cD^^. mmmmmumit\'^-rnh

jg€:tS*fi^tLT«. f^±mytm=^^ti-^^ (TbF

[0 0 2 41 Sia)8SttM4©jejKK«Jgfi£ffiS# (-H
n) «. 0 (Oe) &.± (0*K«1OOO (Oe)

(-Hn) di. :i(D$s.m^mx$>^ iimm^€mmm
T-r-5. 0 3{c^-rJ:'5tr. jgfiSK^i^fiRiK^ (-H
n) tit. mm^m (MHtt«s) ic^ji^t, mitA^i&m
Ltz^m*^i^{>\-^mm=&M'>^^^mm.x. n-mmm^^
0 i:;S:^,^Ca;5^efiSfl;;Ete^ec-r^b*T®^gt (O
e) -C«-rJli:*<-r#S. fj:*. i|ftfiSKSJgfi£J@Slf (-

Hn) «. ESftSte^-ec-r.-^Cbd^, ^1-g|5mJ^*sft<hJ5:

c. jtb*«. f^wmt>^jEi:r£^mmiz^^m^izM.(o
30 MSt-S (04Sr#M) . mms.mmm&^ (-Hn)

T. mm^mi^^i3im^mm^tzit:f}-^Mm^mmiz
iO)J*fiSK^Jgfig«|f (-Hn) ^iS'J^f-SCiifc-C^
•5.

[0 0 2 5] SifiJSSffiK4«, ^^J-iffifiK^i^^flSitTj^^

40 y3:^2&.±(omii^^rji^^mmmtT^^iihx^^.
m^it. mik<Dmikmii'&m^mmzmsS(.^nrztpw\m

t^m^hT^:iizi')<x^^o cne.^^©s8tt©«.
fiK^i-iSafiE^^S1Sjg©^TSli {era U <DX$>^X t, J;

aVitCSfcCoTl^TtxtVi. t»i|fflB©tl-f4<tLT

tt, M1tlltCi>ft--5^&^©SiE^1t*#it-rst. Ru
(^itttRe) tc, Co. Cr. Fe. Ni, C. O,
N, S i . B^^r^JDLfc-^^ ; N i {C. Co. Cr.
Fe. C. O, N, Si. B^^mmi^tz-t^ : C o

50 fC. C r . F e. N i . C. O, N, S i . B«?«^lia
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Lfc^^;CoCr{C. Fe. Ni. C. O. N. S

10 0 2 6] mm.mitm4a)^mijHcii, sooo
(Oe) U±t-r^(Di}^0^V\^K ffifiS:^Hc75ic:o^

[0 0 2 7] sBjKitM4ic*5iriT«, m^moiw-i^ts.

«l {C bT** -5 t tS^T^ -5 „

[0 0 2 81 SitJS'l4M4<7)ff$tt, 5~5 0nm
IC7~3 0nni) t-r-5®*W* U^n Cl<i9J9$A<±ffi

[0 0 2 9] ummsit, mm.m^4 o)m±^m<t 20

1 0 nmfr-SCD^iWibVio
[0 0 3 0] SI?t]K6Jc{i. /^—yju^a^ux.-^

[0 0 3 1] ±IH«fi!c©KSCiaeHK#:S-S!itrSfc«,

m2(o^mizmvc'>sM^m\.. ;*cii-eiHi^o^wj«3> s

[0 0 3 2] mmrmsk2^mfS.-r^mz\it. ±issc
(1)~ (3) fCS^TWrn^ ^ N ^l^l^i^cWm^ ^-y

fiRi^:tf;^©^^-^*^tto. 1-5 0 vo 1 %t-r«.©

[0 0 3 3] tJcssttTttu^ 2 o)maizm{tmm^m-rm so

• i^ffl 2002-352408
14

«^®EitTifiJ^2o«®^^^-^ir;?fx;cie-r«
^fc«. t»CilttT^2^. gS*^T;U::f>^^mT-^&
IRlxAc5!&»?;<fX^M^^tC0. 3~2 O^SS^tt^f-B-
S^^ife^tSCltdtT^S. *it*>:JKttT«iii[2*±M

NK2«ffieo^ftO*^ti©|g»7j«^^{c;ia:Sfc4&. 3fa
comit^M^m^z-iiti^x^^. ^timmi^Tmm2(D
ffS.mm:^xizmm^m-x-r^m'^izit, m^ii^iiimmii

fi. «aj;^tfT;P^>»C^^^^H^-eO. 0 5%~5 0

% (»*b<ttO. 1~2 0%) SSig^bfcj!;x*««=
i@{c«v^e.ns, c:©»cjKitTJ«2 0SHK{ttc<to

mmii.Ttm2(Dmm(Dmm.mf£mi^€^mz..
<ojge.^fceHr-5y-fX^^*i»<i:<i:fejc. i>csstt

*fc«>:attTttbM2^®©^{tgP55- (S?ftP)

fCcto T. #6SttS« 1 ^«)cEgEl4T«feM 2 ^

[0 0 3 4] &mik-r^2^. St«BiiSa2 a<h#^«

oT, i^#/O^'«!¥0mm«ffli^^2 a*3j;0:i^Sata2 bSr

7zi-;l.«fia®M«^mS> 250
t:~4 5 cct-r-s, ;io7--;i^MasSj5i2 5 or
*}^T'ibSi:. i«^^y'rX®il^^^75?fi<;^^, mtzT
—-)i',mmiMLSlT!)^4 5 0*CSa;t-5t, gS[JffliK^2 a<D

«gffi*^fi:*:ft:b. y^f x<g«^«*tfi<^sfcje)Afib

~5 0# b<ti2~2 o#) t-r?)®dta
* Lii. Y--jmmm<^i^^mmiimzmm^tirjii^^

[0 0 3 5] m^m'mm3^mfS.T^mz{i, fixmtiT.

izmm^p^m^mx-r^ziiiz^^x. mi^mmmsoy
^mizmim^rc\t.^itm^m^i.xh^\^\ m?n£,
fScm&ti^xT^n^y^i^^m^^^ti^it. E[fi]4(ifflijR3

o:>S.®ni5.^^f$.-t^mz, yn±i7.iJxtVX. T}V
ziy\zmm^w-m^xo. o5~5o% (jfsu<«
0. 1~2 0%) SSjg^Ufc:tfx. T)Vziy\z^m^
^m^XO. 0 1 — 20% (»*U<«0. 02-10
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15

10 0 3 6] SiSKffiK4^^B«it<tTS«-&{C«.

m-^izit, m^^rn (co. co^^)
^-y-yhi. K^B (Pt. Pd^) *^6.^-5lg2©

-r-5.

[0 0 3 7] fi^sW5cD)^j5K:^rffitbT«, ti—^^y-^

«giie)TS!S©iSsvifi^a^5^j^fij-rs^<i:/*«-c^. xn 20

[0 0 3 8] ^mmMmo)mmi.mmw-^\i. utattT

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl- f N •••(1)

(60^a + b^9 0. 3 0^a$90. 5^c^2
0. 0. l^d^7. 3^f:S30) 30

aFe-bCo-cM-eX2- f N •••(2)

(60^a + b^9 0. 3 0^a^90, 5^c^2
0. 0. l^e^lO. S^f^SO)
aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2- f N -"(S)

(60^a + b^9 0. 3 0^a^90, 5gc^2
0. 0. l^d^7, 0. l^e^7. 3^f^30)
[0 0 3 9] ±fB*t!P^S:ffl^»•5C:i:^CJ;oT.

€•5. FeN^^lC. M (Ti. Zr. Nb.
Hf. Ta. V. Mo(Dot> im^rc\t2m&.±)

Zti}^X'^^. ^fzXl (C r . Ga. A 1 , Si. N
i O^-^ ia*itti2ffi£AJt) tt. FeJCH^b. Fe
^^iKa03*atfi«:Wl;l-5ttS*«a&*. CKDfc*. XI©
^JD{CJ:r3T. «>C«BtttT^2»C*5l»TiaiH;S:ieafiK:g 50

2002-352408
16

c. B. o) «. ^si[^MS(ciiwu^-r<, !K[#fc43(.»

TFe^Mt^*i^^-rS'ttl|7ii*^fca6. X2<D^JD

-Sdid^T^^o ^JKDSStCiO. ±fB*^*4^ffll.i^

Ci:{CJ;^T, t)(S8ttTi&M2F*g«ife^ife^^/h$<-r

i7 7X ^'-{C«cf< / X^Wx. -5 d td^T^r -5

,

[0 0 4 0] *fc, i»ClS1tTJ4M2lC*5ViTi®aifeS:et

TB)tS-rsElSl*iJ^Bg3. iiiaSBffiK4{C*5ViT=biKS

owtmrnmrn 4 , msm.y\m 2 s rsota
v\z^^mm^f)mis.^n^, z.<d^o\z, dcss

ttTttfel^2 i:liiSmttM4tt^ilC9JiS:«(CJ;0SS{t:$n

^tzeb. Sii;fiS'l4M4CDlBS^i7^x^—y--f Xtt> «>cS8

ttT^Mi 2 <r>mm.if 7X^— xtr:^»$ j; p

tt. t»cs8'ttTiiSM2©fis^i7 7x^'—y--f xtra^m. /JN

[0 04 1] £t±J: 0 . :¥-mmm<r>mMm^'^
ttlKttTJ«lM2:feckZ/SitfiSffiK4tC*3I.^T. i^^

mS*5J;t/fi8mi7^X^'—y-'rX*/jN$< L. EfilS^

a. fs.^. ssmi^^x^'—y-f XK.
(MFM) icjio**^:: t*tT^-5o -tts-tj^mm.

'rM2^mfSLVtzm.m<r>m^^^mmm\.tzm.. mf

[0 0 4 2] Sit*lligJK^©a^iE®l«#:T'tt. D^JK

ttTfl6M2ic. ±i5S(l)~(3)^r^rt^i|s^sffl^»5©

T. i^iKttTJftM2tC*5l,iT+5J';te?K{k*#S:ii:*i-C

z(otzist>. ^m^Tiim.2^m::krjim^izm^T

$lcS81tT«US2®«®ffl$?£/h$< U. ^^^-r hVW h



( 10 ) !^m2 002-352408
17 18

[0 0 4 3] ^m^Ti&m2^. mmt^^z a o)m±<tiz^^mmn^m^<Dm<t'p, mm.^y\^tm.
t. WiBi^^Z aJ:OhMtN (M=Ti. Zr. N m^T^2(Dmmi)^X^<fi^::nzj:^mmi^mm.
b. Hf. Ta. V. Mo®-5-& ia*fcfi2a^±) <DfSrf^m<ftlst). 2 0 nmlJAT (if*L<ttl 0 nm

c:i::*i-r^^„ #^SKffl2 b*ti|SJE:-t?^^fj:fe<^)t;fe^ [0 0 4 7] H7t±, *5!W©ffiai5f5gljaE'H:05m4©||

[0 0 4 4] :$immmmo)m§5Mmmi^(D^m.yjm-v ^\inzfpi\,^rzMm'\m9 tm\^Tfmi 07j<©fte.nT

^fis^<i.. $m^Tim2, mmmim.4izmm-r^ r^^. <Nf{ccocrx6 (xe^, pt. xa, zr.
/-f XS(5S-rs;::i:*<T€r«>. *fc»«'ttT«fcM2*J Nb. Cu. Re. Ni. Mn. Ge. S i . O.
<ty:SltieS'l4M4 ©85^^:7 5X^—y--1'X^/h^< L. B®-5^75^^S(ins ia^it«2aj!J^Ji)

2). ti^oT. E®S^#ttSr|Rl±^-B-iiS«SCDit$gO|2 ttM9tt. fi^ffiS^'jH c *n 0 0 0 (Oe) ^± ($fib
Sff^d^WtBt^aS. <tt2 0 0 0 (Oe) T^S^liTiW^LVi, B!

[0 0 4 5] 0 *%B^OMME^j«#:cD^2<D|| 20 Satt^9©^$«. 1 0 ~ 1 5 0 nm (iSf* L < « 4 0

mmm=&^-rt><n-v&^, z.o^mms.mmi^'ci^^ mm ~8 0nm) i-rswifSLv^. ®BSffiK9«.

mi^tm^^o m\^MmTtm:7 iZii, Ti, Zn, 9 t$)ca^4T^tti^2>0^3^^i^-&LT^i-S.c:<^:;^>W*b

Y. Zr. Ru. Re. Gd. Tb. HfO-p-^lS* 1^. ffif*3TJftMlO«. ®iKttM9 cOjtTtC^Wen.
tc.\t2mu±^^fS.^t-r^un^m^^^z.ii7i)iX'^ ^©^tipftuxtt. c r*fcttc r^^fes^tf^ct**
-5. sfc, mi^umTimi (DUf^ti^xit, B2mm. x^-s. srtTifi^i oicfflt^en^c r&^©«sjtu
Sr7S:-rttiPt€:fflti§Ctt>X^-5. B2mm.^t3i-rUn X«. CrMoJS. C r T i J^. CrWJS. CrMo
t. LXtt. NiAl. FeAl, CoFe. CoZr. JS. CrV*. CrSiJ^. CrNb ?^CD^^^£^tf^
NiTi. AlCo. AlRu. CoTiWp-feiaS 30 dtT&iX^-S.

fcf4 2aiy,Ji©^^Sr±fig:«-t-r-5t>CD*i^fflX#l). [0 0 4 8] lElK'ffiK 9 ^HStt^ d <*: (CJ;oX. IJcffiStt

C:n^C0-&^{CC r. Mo. S i. Mn. W. N TffiK2 X<3[)g;*:ffiSE©Jgfi)<:i£rfl}I;l-5 il <h75^X#-5o ^1

b. Ti. Zr. B. O. N^®7C^^£^JDbfct*!»* nSLWMJi^i^^^^mmTiZ^^-^X'bX/^-f y

< i^^fciftiJ-^tgiSJ:acy -f X^ttdi^ffr-S. EIrI^J [0049] 0 8 «. *5!?S<DfiSaESj««:o^ 5

"'^^ li. Sil:itSttM4<i:^»M5 tcDP^fc, SS^t^^Ml 1

[0 046] me it. :^^m<Dmmimim^com 3©n 40 ;s^*ts:tt e.nxi/i-s.-i^xH 1 tc^-rm 1 (Dmmmmo^m^

*W®3 tSiSfiSffiK4 tcratc. ^mitUmii^^f3i?> eS6 0 a t%£t±-&#T'5Fe^^<£«ViS^:tAtx
#^lSS1t4'^]^8*^'i$(t5nxl.i-5,^X. HltC^T^l '<7)«f:ftbXtt. FeCo?R-&^ (FeCo.
«)^]6g}^^®JSa^Eglii#:i:M>^£^. #^ffiS'tt4'^M8 tC FeCoV;&:t*) . F e N i (FeNi. FeN
tt. h c D^it$^i:«*K'tt*tiH-i&fflV»*©*W* U iMo. FeNiCr. F e N i S i ifii:) . FeAl

:i<D^mLVXit, CoC r^^. CoC r X5^ 3^^^ (FeAl. FeAlSi. FeAlSiCr.
^. CoX5^^ (X5tt, Pt, Ta. Zr. Ru. N FeAlSiTIRuTit') . FeC r (FeC
b. Cu. Re. Ni.Mn. Ge. Si. O. N, B r. FeCrTi. FeCr Cuts.^) . F eT aj^^
<Oot,im^rzit2m&,±) S:fflV^S©*WjgX*-S. ^ (FeXa. FaTaC^S:.!:) , F e CIR^^. Fe
^iKtt^WIKSWlPStt. SiaS8'|4]K4tC*JttSlK'ttife 50 NJS^sfe. FeSi3g-&^. F e P3g-fe^. FeNb3i^
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FeH f ;S^^^#tf-5C:<»:*tT#-5„ Mit^i^
FeAlO. FeMgO. FeTaN. Fe

o$:8 0 a t %JJ(±-g^WL. Zr. Nb. Ta. Cr,
M o^© ^ ^ '>;fe < t fc 1 ajjiiSr-^wr-s C o

ffl^i-SCitj-C^So ^J^«. Co Z r. CoZrN
b. CoZrTa. CoZrCr. C o Z r Mol^ci:^:

(DUm:hHc\tl 0 0 (Oe) JWT (»SL<tt5 0

(Oe) eiT) i:-r-5©7&WSLti, JKft^^lK 1 1®
fig^aSS^SlS B s 0 . 4 TJJ^± (if* L < tt 1 Tii(

mm^&mmmB s • t « 7 . 2 t • nmj&iTT«-5

d

A^mmmt. iooo~ioooooo v<it
1000 o~5 0 0 0 0 0) t-rs^Jdwsbti. mit

[0 0 5 0] 2^ife^j^ffi-r?«. mit^^i 1

isiji-rsoti. jift^^Mi itci-^T. SiaffiStt)K4

[0 0 5 1] ii9«. :^^mtzm^mm.mmn^&m(D 40

0 fC*fLTi»«©ia®ff^<&?f PIKE'S-;/ H2 2

i, B8M'\ .y h* 2 2 ^rffiift^-frS'Vy h'ffiftSR 2 3

tB©w±m^^!aa?^2 4i^oixTt>-2)o f2^f?^m^

^y\^2 2\zm.-ofz0. m^^^y\'2 2i)^iE,(On±mn

) mm2002-352408
20

[0 0 5 2] m^^y \f 2 2 tVT\t. mam's y K$r

fflti-SLLt^i-CS'S. 01Ott. ma@'\-y H©-«3J$
^-r-fecOT. ^Kffi'v-;/ K 2 2 tt. fiSffi2 5 t, zi-f;!^

2 6 4:*i&«IPIS«EJ5KSnTt»-5. S8ffi2 5tt. <S«)?*t»

^6S®2 7 tmij:(^mw>imm2 s irSr^-r-sfJESBSzi

*:**e(cjgfiK$n. ^fiaa2 7«, mmmtzmm^iSEM4

[0 0 5 3] *fia@'\>y H 2 2 Srfflt.iT, fiSMS^HK^*

2 o^wfsiiSrff ±fissi2 7cp^fe^*i&%1i•

6nfc^8ai^7i^ SltJK141S4$, S«ltcMbH«SiS
;^:^[6]fraft^-a-s„ jK^fS, maffiStJK<^2 oictt«
sS'itTisfca2 7i)iiatt^nTti^fcae), mwm^y\^2 2

m2^mr>xm9}mm2 8tzm^mms&^mssc-r^. d
(Dmm^-^immm^y h 2 2 £:]^miBgti«^2 0 t^ra

timwim62 8 ±bs«2 7 tucisttT
*K2 <t©W<:0ia*t«jS*[pj^{::;5:^*?. fflSbaS2 8

©®w«^iKffi2 7tcjt'^T+^i-jc/2;ti(D-e. mmmm
2 8 *iS ©fflS^«*tt+i)^{C/JxS < 0 . ©«S!HtSS
2 8 e.commzj: o saaEttM 4 (om^ttfimw^^if

(GMR) ^^Sr«Afc«^i@»|gJ8MBHgl'S-;/ H<&ffl

[0 0 5 4] *ll)!(gJgffi®IS^fESif?^^B«, iSMK
mmi^2 0(Dm.mitTim2iz. ±s5ic(i)~(3){c^-r

ft, MiLith. ^m^T^m2(z^s.m-r^y'rx^(&m

olfgt i^c§

.

[0 0 5 51

^;mtt«iC-3 0 10) 0fiEK5^Y>A*rtJCiR$L
T, liiiA^ft 1 X 1 0-' p a iiu^^X'fSim^^ >n
l*3<^#MUfc», 8 4Fe-13
H f - 3 C r A^e.:^^^'—y-y hSrfflH. TJVrf> • ^
*ii^y?x (^m-&**5 V o 1 %) tfi-U, DcieattTtfi

)K2 (Jits 1 0 0 nm) ^Jg^Lfc. i>ct»lr. OcffittT

flfeJM2tC3 5 0'C<Z»^«:-C1 0 «>(81©|^mia (Tr:—



r
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(AES)^ffll>T«!lSUrctC5. 75Fe-
11. 6Hf-2. 4C r-1 lNT?a&-5C<»:*i<al^$

tlfc. (TEM) ^fflUiTC«|»C

ffl!l3^^S (VSM) iCi-SSS^cOijSII. tfcffiSttTifelK 2

OiafDmS^SB sttl. 5T-Ca50. B s • t Tji 1 5

OT • nmT$>^ Z:inlfit>i!fi-z>tz. ;^Cl»T?. 2 0 QIC©
^f^T, l^mttT«bM2±lC. 5 ON i -5 OA 1*^^

BEiPi©jffliM3 (ff^ionm) ti^i^fi^mmwm^s
i:m^AM^Vft, J>CV»-T?. 65Co-17Cr-16P
t -2 B*^e.i^C^^ill^'ttM4 (J¥$2 5nm) ^-J^fig

bfc. SiaiiSffii[4SrTEMSrfflUTa«L.fc^«,

Ke r r^«Sa:e^@*ffiliTSiaffiSffiK4©»JKSt#
tt^Sl^yciiC^. ^mtlit4 5 7 0 (Oe) . iS^jeSK

^}g*S6£l^ (-Hn) «7 5 0 (Oe) X'$>^fZo ^tz

22

)vi)^i^is.^mmwk^^M\.. atMfBSj«^*:&»fc. ts.

^±K^^t(riPf©fEiE{C*5lriT. aA-bBH. a (a

t%) A-b (a t%) BS:^-r. ^J^«6 5 Co - 1

7Cr-16Pt-2Btt, 65at%Co-17at
%C r - 1 6 a t %P t - 2 a t %B (Co^W^65
at%. C r-g^W^l 7 a t %, Pf^W^lGat
%. B-&*^2a t%)

10 [0 0 5 6] (llig«^2~l 5) *)?iSSttTffiM2(DiafiK

[0 0 5 7] (Jt«<^J 1 ~ 6 ) *)cm'ltT%M2 ©HfigS:

«llC^-ri:*5Di:-r-5CliiJ^^1-(i. ^)S6« UcipDT

[0 0 5 8] :inbllJg««J*5J:DCit*!^««lOSg»i5S^j«#:

ffitt. GUZ I KttMU-H^-f HT-^-^-ftfRWA 1

6 3 2. *3J:i;^Xtf>X3'>HS 17 0 lMP<£rffltiT

20 m&X^tz. ffB^lf:^#tt<DfFM{Cti. !S^^-yK<hLT
ssiB^ffio^BSffi'x-y K^fflvi. mi.m<mm.(^ o o k
F c I \z.xmm.^fr-otz. wm^^^^ i ctr-t.

[0 0 5 91

[^1]

U
$ ID-X

75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-llN NiAl a Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.5

mmu 75. 2Fe-12.4Hf-0. 2Cr-12. 2N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.0

72. 6Fe-9.8Hf-6.5Cr-lK IN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6. 1

'umm 74. 9Fe-10.4Hf-2.4AI-12. 3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.3

74. lFe-9. 8Hf-2.8Si-U3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr.l6Pt2B 25 -6. 1

73. 2Fe-11Hf-3.26a-12.4N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr 16Pt2B 25 -6.3

74. 5Fe- 1 1. 6Hf - 1. 5Cr -a 8A 1 -1 V »1 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.5

75. 3Fe-8.62r-2.4Cr-13.7N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr 16Pt2B 25 -6.4

"mm 72. 5Fe-10, 6Ta-2. lCr-14. BN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.4

72.2Fe-lZ lNb-2. 9Cr - 12. 8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.2

73.2Fe-11. 2Ti-2.2Cr-13. 4N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65ColTCr16Pt2B 25 -5.9

3aiSefi)l2 75.4Fe-5.4Hf-2. 4Cr-ia8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.9

76.6F0-17. 6Hf-2. 4Cr-l 4N NiAt 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.9
63FO-6. 6Hf-1. lCr-29. 3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cri6Pt2B 25 -5.8

37Fe-32C6-14. 6Hf-2. 9Cr-13. 5N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.3
76FB-12. 3Hf-ll. 7N NiAl 6 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -4.2

tfc«W32 e8FB-11. 2Hf-7.8Cr"13N NiAl 6 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -5.3

55Fe-17. 8Hf-4. 2Cr-23N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -5. 1

64Fe-21.5Hf-3.7Cr- 10. 8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -5.2

84Fe-13Hf-3Cr NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -4.2

tis$m6 60FB-8.3Hf-0,5Cr-31.2N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt28 25 -4.9

[0 0 6 0] glj:0. ±123(1) {C5^-r**1£^$tJ:ffiStt

[0 0 6 1] (HJg^Jl 6~2 6) «)CJKttT«llK2®ia

50

l;T5S^sE&!^«^^&f^g^Lfc («2^&#fi8) .

[0 0 6 2] (Hl«^0iJ7. 8) t)^ffiSttTifeM2<DffifiK$

a2»cSf<hi>0i:-r-5;i<!:£ii1'«. Ilig^iJ 1 tCipL^T

mmM.mm-^'ffmytz (S2$:#Bg)

.

[0 0 6 31 z.ix^'m!m^i:.u^mm(rm.^wsmm-



( 13 )

23

tcouiT. Mmn±!^it=&mmi^fz. mmf^m^m2tz [oo6 4i

fD'JiUt'i

S $
T^_l -L

10-X
75Fe-n.6Hf-2. 4Cr-llN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5
74.9Fe-11. lHf-2.78-n.3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.8

msmn 74.5Fe-12. IHf-0. ^- 13. 2N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.9

IZ 7Fe-9. IHf-9. 4B-8. 8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -5.8

74. 5Fe-10. 2Hf-2C"13. 3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr)6Pt2B 25 -6.4

llfiS0iJ2O 73. 8FB-11. 1Hf-2. 8P-1Z3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.6

msm\ 73.9Fe-10. 6Hf-3.40-12. IN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.8

I^2I90!I22 75. »^e-10. 3Hf-2. OB-1. lC-11. IN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.9

76.6F8-9, 12r-2.48-11.9N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.3

74.4Fe-10. 1Ta-2. IB- 13. 4N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.2

73. 4Fe-11.8Nb-2. 5B-12. 3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.4

^^J26 74. 6Fe-11.6Ti-2. 2B-11. 6N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt28 25 -6.0

ttMm 68. 9Fe-10. lHf-12. 7B-a 3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -4.9

68.4Fe-9. 5Hf-12. 8P-9.3N NiAl 8 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -5. 1

[0 0 6 5] S2j:f5. Jim^(2)iz^-r^m^^mit \:'xm^mmmi$^=s:i^mvtz («3<&#m) , cm^n

[0 0 6 61 (mmm2 7-~3 5) ^m^Tm^2<om [00 6 71

£rqi

mm. mm m
$
mm

$
mm m

10-X

75Fe-n.6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 55Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.5

73. 5Fe-10. 6Hf-l. 7Cr-|. 9B-12. 3N NIAI 8 Ru ID 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -7. 1

1ISS9iJ28 73. 5FB-10. 6Hf-0. 2Cr-Z 3B-13: 4N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -7.0

llfi&f^J29 73. 2Fe-9Hf-4. 8Cr-1. 5B-11. 5N NiAl 3 Ru 10 B5Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.9

^liSffl]30 72. 8Fe-10. 6Hf-2. lCr-0. 2B-14. 3N NiAl B Ru 10 KCol7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.9

72. lFe-8. 6Hf-1. 5Cr-6.8B-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.6

73. 9Fe-ia4Hf-1.9Al-l. 8B-12N NIAI 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -7.0

73. 4Fe-10. 9Hf- 1. 6A 1 -2. 2P- 1 1. 9N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt28 25 -7.3

^^PJ34 73. 9Fe- 1 1. 4Hf - 1. 2Cr - 1. tA 1 - 1. 6B- 1 0. 8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -7, I

7Z 3Fe-ia lHf-1. 7Cr-l. 98-0. 9P-13. IN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -7.2

2002-352408
24

[0068] S3J;0. JiESO) tr^ftf5f4^$>cmtt 40

Tfm 2 izm ^^tzmmm-vit, @nrzmmn^mit^^

w&m (^1. a2) jcif^T. cfcoffitifcEgw^!^

[0 0 6 9J (IIJ6«»J3 6-3 9) |>CiKttTflfe02©fig

^ t^^ttt, m&m 1 \zm\:^xmmLmsm^^uvii.
(«4^#Bg)

. z.nihmmm<DmmMm.mf\z-o\>^
T. fB^S^!|$tfe*fffilBbfcig«^&^4{Ca^-r.

[0 0 7 0]

[«4]



( 14 ) 2002-352408
25 26

Mmm
Bs t Bs't 19- tm m men B

V. 1 } ^ 1 •nni^ lO-X
75Fe-n.6Hf-2. 4Cr-nN 1,5 10D 150 NiAt 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr19^t2B 25 -6.5

80Fe-8. 6Hf-l. 2Cr-10.2N 1.8 85 153 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.5

71Fe-lZ4Hf-4. 4Cr-12. 2N 1.3 115 150 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr1Q>t2B 25 -6. 1

^01138 63Fe-17.8Hf-3. ICr-ia IN 1.0 150 150 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.9

60. 3Fe-18. 7Hf-6. 8Cr-14.2N 0.8 188 150 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -5.5

[0 0 7 1] ^4j;o. m^mmmmBsi:iTin±
(mzi. 4T&,±) i:t--5 oniric J: -pX. fiinfcE®

[0 0 7 2] (j|]56^4 0~4 2) U:«[ttTtl!!lg2©fia [0 0 7 3]

[^5]

i
mm Bs

(T)
t

(nm)
Bs't
(T-nm)

mm m
10-X

llfiSf9!Jl 75Fe-11. 6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N 1.5 100 150 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5

II6S01I4O 75Fe-11. 6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N 1.5 30 45 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.8

ii6e<mi 75Fe-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr-nN 1.5 60 90 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6. 1

lltS0942 75Fe-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr-llN 1.5 70 105 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.5

10 0 7 4] m^s^o. mamm^&Bsiimmti/im aot-r^
Bs • t*5 0T- nmet± (iRptCl OOT- nmiJt ^i^mVft

[0 0 7 5] (*M^J4 3~5 4) B2|qlSlffl>T^7 43 [0 0 7 6 ]

m
m

mm m
5S

mm l7-|/-h
10-X

^eai 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17CriePt2B 25 -6.5

1l8Sijg43 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N Ru 2 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.1

75F©-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N Ru 18 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.2

75Fe-11,6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N Ru 45 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.9

1^01346 75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N 70Ru30Cu 18 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.6

iasw47 75Fe-l1.6Hf-Z4Cr-11N Hf 18 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.7

1USWI48 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N 80Hf20B 18 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.8

3^(5049 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-nN NiAl 8 Re 8 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.7

^fiS{?'J50 75Fe-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr-11N Ni 3 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6. 1

1IBSM51 75Fo-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-llN NiAl 8 Ni 3 65Col7Cr16Pt28 25 -6. 1

^BS<5y52 75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N 85Ni10Cr5N 10 65Co17Cr1©'t2B 25 -6.3

^figf5li53 75Fe-11.6Hf-^ 4Cr-llN Cu 15 65Col7Crl©»t2B 25 -5.5

75Fe-11.5Hf-Z4Cr-llN 80Pd20B 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -5.4

[0 0 7 7] «6cfco. mi^mmmsiz. h c p^it^
H f

so

[0 0 7 8] mmms 5-6 3) mm.m^4(Dum

mmm i izmcxmmd.mi^i$i^i^m.vrz (^7 ^#



27

Tx-mmmmms o k fc i jcT«^ji^$i>ci;^cofe

(%/decade)$. (S o - S) X 1 0 0 / (S

ox 3) (cSoaiTSfttJUfc. c:©iC{C*>l»T, So«

( '5 ) 002-352408
28

[0 0 7 9]

[^7]
13(51

-f~ Tf-»- Lii-Oit

m
10-X

(VdB
cade)

75Fe-ll. 6Hf-2. 4Cr-nN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.5 0.65

75Fe-11.6Hf-Z 4Cr-nN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 3 -4.9 1.03

75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-nN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr t6Pt2B 8 -6.0 0. 88

75Fe-n,6Hf-Z 4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Cdl7Crl6Pt2B 45 -5.8 0. 55

75FB-11.6Hf-l 4Cr-llN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 60 -5. 1 0. 52

mwm 75Fe-n.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 62Col9Cr15Pt3Mn 25 -6. 1 0.71

75FB-11. 6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 68Co21Cr6Pt5B 25 -6.3 1.08

75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-nN NiAl 8 Ru 10 61Col7Cr21Pt 25 -5.6 0.49

75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 Co/Pd (*1 15 -5,3 0.36

llfiSI$!I63 75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-llN NiAl 8 Ru 10 TbFeCo 25 -5, 1 0.64

m

[0 0 8 0] ^7J;0, SitSattM.4®;?^?<fe5~5 0 JPS
nm (#fC7~3 0nm) liT^:it(Z^-oX. ffitlfc T.
mmn^!\^mm<^nrz:r.t^^t>*^^. ^timmm^m 20 [o

4{ccoc r p t-&^^ffli,ifc«^{;n. p t^m^^ mz
8~2 4 a t %t-r-5e:i:fCJ:^T. tfnfcfSiJg^^ %)
ttA^#^nsc td^*t)*^-g.o ov
[0 0 8 1] ^mmme 4~6 7) ^mitTim2(om itm

m^mm'^^:ti::^ (mm:fi7.) \zm-r^iiizj^r>x. m)
jBSttTttiiR 2 izwumm^mrc tsK9\.\tmmm 1 \zm tm
i^xm^mmmi^^i^mi^tc. ^s:tfxtLTtt. mm
m (ioo%o,) . ^rcitsim7)i^:=(>m^:»7. (5 mm
0 V o 1 %0, -5 0 V o 1 %A r) Srfflli/t. JLffi^ [0

miz^-:>xmmi3E.Tm^2<omm\zm^^tiftmitm<o so m

i£^8»c^r. ^tiiE>mmmcDm^nimm^iz-z>\,^

0 8 2] dlM^J 6 8 ) #CiKttTJ*M 2 ^J^fiKf-S

. :/D-fe:x:tfx (fiKK;«Jx) iUT. Ar (lOO

o 1 %0, - 9 0 V o 1 %A r

)

1 fc2pi;TemE®i»ff^f^«bfc (^8 ^#

2<DS®#iatC»ftBAifgfig$nfc, dWKYtgC!)

«±#tt^iFffiUfeMII«:«8 fC*r.
0 8 3]

8]

m
m<t mm. m tmi m mm

10-X

IOS9J1 75Fe-n.6Hf-2.4Cr-l|N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6. 1

II25^J64 75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N 10054O2 0.5 NiAl 8 Rii 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -7. 1

IIH§ffiJ65 75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N 100^02 2.5 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.9

75Fe-l1.6Hf-2.4Cr-nN 100X02 mm 4 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6. 1

75Fe-n.»<f-2. 4Cr-11N 50%O2-50?6Ar 1 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6,8

75F6-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-llN 10XO2-90«Ar *i 1 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2S 25 -6.7

[0 0 8 4] SBiO. ^m&Ttm2<Dmt\ZJ:z>

[0 0 8 5] (mmm 6 9-^7 6) isi\&]m'mm 3 1mm
fi8ffiK4 t(omizi^mi^^mm8^mif^^ii&.mtm
mm 1 \zmcxm^mmmi*^^t^stLit («9

[0 0 8 6]

[«91



( 16 ) 2002-352408
29 30

m
mm mm mm m (Vda

# 10-X cade)

75Fd-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-llN NiAl 8 Ru 10 z 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.5 0. 65

75Fe-ll. 6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 60Co40Cr 5 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.8 0. 55

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-llN NiAl 8 Ru 10 60CD40Cr 2 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.8 0. 57

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 60Co4DCr 18 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.7 0.52

75Fe-l 1. 6Hf-Z 4Cr-l IN NiAl 8 Ru 10 60Co40Cr 25 65Co17Cr 16Pt2B 25 -6. 5 0. 52

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 55Co35Cr10Mn 5 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.9 0.56

75F6-11. 6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N NiA) 8 Ru 10 52Co33Cr10Pt5B 5 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -7.0 0.55

75Fe-ll. 6Hf-Z4Cr-nN NiAl 8 Ru 10 55Co45Ru 5 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.9 0.58

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 60Co30Cr5Ta5B 5 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.9 0.54

(SSa>mm n m)

[0 0 8 7] ^9j:o. t^m^^mms^mif^z-tiz

2 0 nmiUT (#tCl 0 nmJilT) fT^ d tfcj;-^

[0 0 8 81 mmmi T'-'S 1) $¥mmMUiiiwm
isrftm 2 iztDfsnzmmim 9 , ®rtT*K i o ^mn

20

1 0 ^^m) . ®(^TtfiM 1 0 tCfi, 9 4 C r 6

[0 0 8 9]

[^1 0]

m MX
mm m mm mm mm m m

& 10-X

^B50O1 75Fe-t1.6Hf-2. 4Cr- 11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5 *i

mmmij 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 50 75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr- 11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.4

'mmms 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 20 75Fe-11. 6Hf-2. 4Cr- 11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5

i^e^79 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 140 75Fe-11. 5Hf-2. 4Cr- 11N NiA) 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6. 1

64Co21Crl0Pt58 50 75Fe-11. 6Hf-i 4Cr- 11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.4

84Co16SiD 50 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr- 11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.0

[0 0 9 0] 0 cfco. sffiffigg. ffirtT^Mi 0

[0 0 9 11 (^J^^ajs 2~8 6) ®Ii[aitM4
CO 0 9 21

[«1 1]
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31

002-352408
32

mm.
m

im. m m (Vd©
^ 10"X ( u V) cade)

75Fe-ll. 6Hf-2, 4Cr- 11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 (*1 -6.5 2180 0. 65

7SFfi-n fiHf«C> ilCr- 11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 1 1N J. u -5.7 2870

75Fe-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr- IIN NiAl 8 Ru 10 («1 75Fe-11. 6Hf-2. 4Cr- 11N 7.0 -6.2 2350 0. 53

75Fe-n.6Hf-Z4Cr- 11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 (*1 75Fe-11. 6Hf-2. 4Cr- 11N 9.6 -5.7 1780 0. 74

75Fe-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr- UN NiAl 8 Ru 10 (*1 85Fe-152r 3.6 -6.4 2660 0. 52

75Fe-n. ^^f-2. 4Cr- 11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 (*1 89Co-4Zr-7l«> 3.6 -6.5 2720 0.51

: 65Co17Cr16Pt2B. BtSTSfm

[0093] «1 mit^&m 1 1 ^^tt^ C t

[0 0 9 4]

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl- f N •••(!)

(60^a + b^90. 30^3^90. 5^c^2
0, 0. l^d^7> 3^ f ^3 0)

aFe-bCo-cM-eX2- f N • • • (2>

(60^a + b^90. SO^a^QO. 5^c^2
0. 0. l^e^lO. 3^f^30)
aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2- f N •••(3)

(60^a + b^9 0, 3 0^a^90. 5^c^2
0. 0. l^d^7. 0. l^e^7. 3^f^30)

[0 2] 01 \z^-rmmimm^(o^miai-ftm=s:

20

30

[03]
[041
[05]

[06]

[0 7] :^^m<Dmm.m&tm»(Z)fH 4 <Dmmmm&

[0 8] ^^mo^mmmmim^comsiDmmmm^

[0 9 ] 7^^m<DmMmmm±mmo)—m&^rm

[010] 09 iz^-rm^mmn^&mizmm ^n

1 2 -i^cfiSltTfltM. 2 a • •

2b---#^SM+a, 3-BE|6i^JffllJS^. 4"
5 - «g«M. 2 0 2 2'

m2]

1

2
3
4
5 '.mm
6 •.mam

2a ;1
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m3] 14]

>
'10

7"

-Hn

[@6]

[@8]

< <. < <^ < < < < < < < < < < < <l>—

6

^^^^^^ -11

[09]

20 22
23

-4
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1

J 1

21 1
24
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* NOTICES *

Japan Patent Office is not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] Magnetic-recording data medium by which a soft magnetism substrate fibn which consists of soft magnetic

materials at least, an orientation control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film right above, a perpendicular

magnetic film in which an easy axis mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to a substrate, and a protective coat

are prepared on a nonmagnetic substrate, and said soft magnetism substrate film is characterized by including a material

expressed with the following presentations.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-fN (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr Nb,
Hf, Ta, V and Mo 1=

] Cr, Ga, aluminum, Si, and nickel) However, a, b, c, d, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with

percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, and 3<=f<=30.

[Claim 2] Magnetic-recording data medium by which a soft magnetism substrate film which consists of soft magnetic

materials at least, an orientation control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film right above, a perpendicular

magnetic film in which an easy axis mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to a substrate, and a protective coat

are prepared on a nonmagnetic substrate, and said soft magnetism substrate film is characterized by including a material

expressed with the following presentations.

aFe-bCo-cM-eX2-fN (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr Nb,
Hf, Ta, V and Mo 2=

] P, C, B, and O.) However, a, b, c, e, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with percentage, and
are 60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=e<=10, and 3<=f<=30.

[Claim 3] Magnetic-recording data medium by which a soft magnetism substrate film which consists of soft magnetic

materials at least, an orientation control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film right above, a perpendicular

magnetic film in which an easy axis mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to a substrate, and a protective coat

are prepared on a nonmagnetic substrate, and said soft magnetism substrate film is characterized by including a material

expressed with the following presentations.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2-fN (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among / One sort or

two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo 1= / Cr, Ga, aluminum. Si and nickel 2= ] P, C, B,

and O.) However, a, b, c, d, e, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90,
30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 0.1<=e<=7, and 3<=f<=30.

[Claim 4] Magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 3 characterized by being 60 <=a+b<=80, 30<=a<=80,
5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=3, 0.1<=e<=5, and 8<=f<=25.

[Claim 5] It is [ claim 1 characterized by a soft magnetism substrate film consisting of an amorphous phase which
contains many M and N (one sort or two sorts or more among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo) rather than a fine

crystal and this fine crystal with a mean particle diameter of 13nm or less which carries out the principal component of
the Fe thru/or ] magnetic-recording data medium given in any 1 term among 4.

[Claim 6] Magnetic-recording data medium according to claim 5 characterized by a fine crystal taking bcc structure.

[Claim 7] It is [ claim 1 characterized by saturation magnetic flux density Bs of a soft magnetism substrate film being

more than IT thru/or ] magnetic-recording data mediimi given in any 1 term among 6.

[Claim 8] It is [ claim 1 characterized by saturation magnetic flux density Bs of a soft magnetism substrate film being

more than 1 .4T thru/or ] magnetic-recording data medium given in any 1 term among 7.

[Claim 9] It is [ claim 1 characterized by product Bs-t of saturation magnetic flux density Bs of a soft magnetism
substrate film and thickness t of this soft magnetism substrate film being 50 or more T-nm thru/or

]
magnetic-recording

data medium given in any 1 term among 8.

[Claim 10] It is [ claim 1 characterized by product Bs-t of saturation magnetic flux density Bs of a soft magnetism

substrate film and thickness t of this bottom film of soft magnetism being 100 or more T-nm thru/or ] magnetic-

recording data medium given in any 1 term among 9.
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[Claim 1 1] It is [ claim 1 characterized by an orientation control film consisting of an hep structure material which
contains one sort or two sorts or more in Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and Hfmore than 50%at thru/or ] magnetic-

recording data medium given in any 1 term among 10.

[Claim 12] It is [ claim 1 characterized by an orientation control film consisting of a fee structural material which
contains one sort or two sorts or more in nickel, Cu, Pd Ag, Pt, Ir, Au, and aluminum more than 50%at thru/or

]

magnetic-recording data mediimi given in any 1 term among 10.

[Claim 13] It is [ claim 1 characterized by surface some or the surface whole surface by the side of a perpendicular

magnetic film of a soft magnetism substrate film having oxidized thru/or ] magnetic-recording data medium given in

any 1 term among 12.

[Claim 14] It is [ claim 1 characterized by a reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (- Hn) of a

perpendicular magnetic film being more than 0 (Oe) thru/or ] magnetic-recording data medium given in any 1 term

among 13.

[Claim 15] A manufacture method of magnetic-recording data medium characterized by forming so that a material

which prepares a soft magnetism substrate fihn which consists of soft magnetic materials at least, an orientation control

fikn which controls the stacking tendency of a film right above, a perpendicular magnetic fibn in which an easy axis

mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to a substrate, and a protective coat on a nonmagnetic substrate, and is

expressed with the following presentations in said soft magnetism substrate film may be included.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2-fN (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among / One sort or

two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo 1= / Cr, Ga, alximinum. Si and nickel 2= ] P, C, B,

and O.) However, a, b, c, d, e, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90,
30<-a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 0.1<=e<=7, and 3<=f<=30.

[Claim 16] A manufacture method ofmagnetic-recording data medium according to claim 15 characterized by
consisting of an amorphous phase which contains manyM and N (one sort or two sorts or more among M=Ti, and Zr,

Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo) rather than a fine crystal and this fine crystal with a mean particle diameter of 13nm or less

which carries out the principal component of the Fe for a soft magnetism substrate film.

[Claim 17] A manufacture method ofmagnetic-recording data medium according to claim 15 or 16 characterized by
making into 0.1 - 50vol% nitrogen content ofmembrane formation gas which forms membranes in a spatter and uses a

soft magnetism substrate film in the case ofmembrane formation.

[Claim 18] A manufacture method of magnetic-recording data medium given in claim 15 characterized by heat-treating

this soft magnetism substrate fibn at 250 degrees C - 450 degrees C after forming a soft magnetism substrate film

thru/or any 1 term of 17.

[Claim 19] Magnetic-recording data medium The magnetic head which carries out record playback of the information at

this magnetic-recording data mediimi It is the magnetic recorder and reproducing device equipped with the above, and

the magnetic head is a single magnetic pole arm head, a soft magnetism substrate film which consists of soft magnetic

materials at least on a nonmagnetic substrate, an orientation control film which controls the stacking tendency of a film

right above, a perpendicular magnetic film in which a magnetization easy film mainly carried out orientation

perpendicularly to a substrate, and a protective coat are prepare, and magnetic recording data medium is characterize by
said soft magnetism substrate film contain a material express with the following presentations.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2-fN (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among / One sort or

two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo 1= / Cr, Ga, aluminum. Si and nickel 2= ] P, C, B,

and O.) However, a, b, c, d, e, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90,
30<=a<-90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 0.1<=e<=7, and 3<=f<=30.

[Claim 20] A magnetic recorder and reproducing device according to claim 19 characterized by being what a soft

magnetism substrate film becomes fi-om an amorphous phase which contains manyM and N (one sort or two sorts or

more among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo) rather than a fine crystal and this fine crystal with a mean particle

diameter of 13nm or less which carries out the principal component of flie Fe.

[Translation done.]
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[The technical field to which invention belongs] This invention relates to magnetic-recording data medium, its

manufacture method, and the magnetic recorder and reproducing device that used this magnetic-recording data medium.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Conventionally, magnetic-recording data medium within a field the easy axis in a

magnetic film mainly carried out [ data medium ] orientation horizontally to the substrate is used widely. By magnetic-

recording data medium within a field, if high recording density is formed, bit volume becomes small too much and

record reproducing characteristics may get worse according to the heat fluctuation effect. Moreover, when high

recording density is formed, a data-medium noise increases under the effect of an anti-magnetic field in a record bit

boundary. On the other hand, also when high recording density is formed, the effect of an anti-magnetic field in a bit

boundary is small, and since a record magnetic domain with a clear boundary is formed, the reduction in a noise is

possible for vertical-magnetic-recording data medium in which the easy axis in a magnetic film mainly carried out

orientation perpendicularly, and moreover, since a raise in recording density is possible for it even if bit volume is

comparatively large, it is strong also in the heat fluctuation effect, and attracts big attention in recent years.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] In recent years, the further high recording density-ization ofmagnetic-
recording data medium is demanded. For titiis reason, in order to use the single magnetic pole arm head which is

excellent in the write-in capacity over a perpendicular magnetic film, magnetic-recording data medium which prepared

the film which consists of soft magnetic materials called a backing layer between the perpendicular magnetic films and
substrates which are a record layer is proposed. By this magnetic-recording data medium, the effectiveness of receipts

and payments of a single magnetic pole arm head and the magnetic flux between magnetic-recording data medium can

be raised. However, even when magnetic-recording data medium which prepared the above-mentioned soft magnetism
film (backing layer) was used, record reproducing characteristics cannot be satisfied and magnetic-recording data

medium which is excellent in this property was demanded. Using for JP,2-152208,A the soft magnetism film (backing

layer) which consists of Co(50 - 75at%)-MXM^=Ti, Zr, Hf, Nb, Ta, Mo, W) (4 - 25at%)-N (1 - 35at%) is proposed.

Since saturation magnetization falls that the content ofCo is less than [ 85at% ], it will be necessary to thicken this soft

magnetism fihn, consequently, as for the soft magnetism film which generally consists of a Co alloy, surface roughness

will become coarse. For this reason, by above-mentioned magnetic-recording data medium, there was a problem to

which it becomes impossible to make low enough the magnetic-head surfacing height at the time of record playback,

and high recording density-ization becomes difficult. Moreover, in order to form a thick soft magnetism film, there was
a problem to which productivity falls. Moreover, by preparing the soft magnetism substrate film which consists of
FeAlSi and a FeTaN alloy in JP,1 1-149628,A, generating of the spike noise of outbreak nature is controlled and
improving an envelope property is proposed. However, since the data-medium noise which originates in a soft

magnetism substrate film although an envelope property improves becomes large by above-mentioned magnetic-

recording data medium, it is not desirable. Since magnetic association of crystal grain becomes large even if it makes
detailed crystal grain of a soft magnetism substrate fihn, this is because a magnetic cluster size (magnetic joint particle

diameter) becomes large.

[0004] This invention was made in view of the above-mentioned situation, and aims at offering magnetic-recording data

medium whose record playback ofhigh density raise record reproducing characteristics and is attained, its manufacture

method, and a magnetic recorder and reproducing device by reducing the data-medium noise generated fi-om a soft

http://www4.ipdl.jpo.go,jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 3/3/2004
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magnetism substrate film.

[0005]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned purpose, this invention adopted the following

configurations. A soft magnetism substrate film which consists of soft magnetic materials at least, an orientation control

film which controls the stacking tendency of a film right above, a perpendicular magnetic film in which an easy axis

mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to a substrate, and a protective coat are prepared on a nonmagnetic

substrate, and magnetic-recording data medium of this invention is characterized by including a material by which said

soft magnetism substrate film is expressed with the following presentations.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-fN (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr Nb,
Hf, Ta, V and Mo 1=

] Cr, Ga, aluminum, Si, and nickel.) However, a, b, c, d, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with

percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, and 3<=f<=30.
A soft magnetism substrate film may contain a material expressed with the following presentations.

aFe-bCo-cM-eX2-fN (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr Nb,
Hf, Ta, V and Mo 2=

] P, C, B, and O.) However, a, b, c, e, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with percentage, and
are 60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=e<=10, and 3<=f<=30.

Moreover, a soft magnetism substrate film may contain a material expressed with the following presentations.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2-fN (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among / One sort or

two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo 1= / Cr, Ga, aluminum, Si and nickel 2= ] P, C, B,

and O.) However, a, b, c, d, e, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90,
30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 0.1<=e<=7, and 3<=f<-30.

As for above-mentioned a-f, it is desirable that it is in the next range. 60 <=a+b<=80, 30<=a<=80, 5<=c<=20,
0.1<=d<=3, 0.1<=e<=5, 8<=f<=25. As for a soft magnetism substrate film, it is more desirable than a fine crystal and
this fine crystal with a mean particle diameter of 13nm or less which carries out the principal component of the Fe to

consider as a configuration which consists of an amorphous phase containing manyM and N (one sort or two sorts or

more among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo). As for a fine crystal, it is desirable to take bcc structure. It is

desirable that the saturation magnetic flux density Bs of a soft magnetism substrate film carries out to more than IT, and
it is still more desirable to carry out to more than 1 .4T. As for a soft magnetism substrate film, it is desirable to make
product Bs-t of the thickness t of saturation magnetic flux density Bs and this soft magnetism substrate film into 50 or

more T-nm, and it is still more desirable to consider as 100 or more T-nm. An orientation control film can be considered

as a configuration which consists of an hep structure material which contains one sort or two sorts or more in Ti, Zn, Y,
Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and Hfmore than 50%at. An orientation control fihn can be considered as a configuration which
consists of a fee structural material which contains one sort or two sorts or more in nickel, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, Ir, Au, and
aluminimi more than 50%at. As for a soft magnetism substrate film, it is desirable to consider as a configuration in

which surface some or the surface whole surface by the side of a perpendicular magnetic film has oxidized. As for a

reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (- Hn) of a perpendicular magnetic film, it is desirable to carry out

to more than 0 (Oe). A manufacture method of magnetic-recording data medium of this invention prepares a soft

magnetism substrate film which consists of soft magnetic materials at least , an orientation control film which controls

the stacking tendency of a film right above , a perpendicular magnetic film in which an easy axis mainly carried out

orientation perpendicularly to a substrate , and a protective coat on a nonmagnetic substrate , and is characterize by form
so that it may become a thing containing a material express with the following presentations in said soft magnetism
substrate film

.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2-fN (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among / One sort or

two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo 1= / Cr, Ga, aluminum. Si and nickel 2= ] P, C, B,
and O.) However, a, b, c, d, e, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90,
30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 0.1<=e<=7, and 3<=f<-30.

It is more desirable than a fine crystal and this fine crystal with a mean particle diameter of 13nm or less which carries

out the principal component of the Fe for a soft magnetism substrate film by manufacture method of this invention to

consist of an amorphous phase containing manyM and N (one sort or two sorts or more among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf,

Ta, V and Mo). Moreover, it is desirable to make into 0.1 - 50vol% nitrogen content ofmembrane formation gas which
forms membranes in a spatter and uses a soft magnetism substrate film by manufacture method ofthis invention in the

case ofmembrane formation. Moreover, after forming a soft magnetism substrate film in this invention, it is desirable to

heat-treat this soft magnetism substrate film at 250 degrees C - 450 degrees C. A magnetic recorder and reproducing
device of this invention is a magnetic recorder and reproducing device which equipped magnetic-recording data medixmi
and this magnetic-recording data medium with the magnetic head which carries out record playback of the information.

http://www4.ipdl.jpo.go.jp/cgi-bin/tran_web_cgi_ejje 3/3/2004
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A soft magnetism substrate film with which the magnetic head is a single magnetic pole ami head, and magnetic-

recording data medium consists of soft magnetic materials at least on a nonmagnetic substrate, An orientation control

film which controls the stacking tendency of a film right above, a perpendicular magnetic fihn in which a magnetization

easy film mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to a substrate, and a protective coat are prepared, and said soft

magnetism substrate film is characterized by including a material expressed with the following presentations.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2-fN (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among / One sort or

two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo 1= / Cr, Ga, aluminum, Si and nickel 2= ] P, C, B,

and O.) However, a, b, c, d, e, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90,
30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 0.1<=e<=7, and 3<=f<=30.

As for a soft magnetism substrate film, it is more desirable than a fine crystal and this fine crystal with a mean particle

diameter of 13nm or less which carries out the principal component ofthe Fe that it is what consists of an amorphous

phase containing manyM andN (one sort or two sorts or more among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo).

[0006]

[Embodiment of the Invention] On the nonmagnetic substrate 1, sequential formation of the soft magnetism substrate

fihn 2, the orientation control film 3, the perpendicular magnetic film 4, a protective coat 5, and the lubricating film 6 is

carried out, and .magnetic-recording data medium which drawing 1 shows the 1st operation gestalt ofmagnetic-

recording data medium of this invention, and is shown here is constituted, the metal substrate which consists of metallic

materials, such as aluminum and an aluminium alloy, as a nonmagnetic substrate 1 ~ you may use - glass, a ceramic,

silicon, silicon carbide, and carbon - the nonmetal substrate which consists of an etc. nonmetal material may be used.

As a glass substrate, there are ARUMOFASU glass and glass ceramics and soda lime glass general-purpose as

ARUMOFASU glass, alumino KETO glass, and alumino silicate glass can be used. Moreover, lithium system glass

ceramics can be used as crystallization glass. The sintered compacts which use a general-purpose aluminxmi oxide,

alumimium nitride, silicon nitride, etc. as a principal component as a ceramic substrate, these fiber strengthening

objects, etc. are usable. As a nonmagnetic substrate 1 , that by which the NiP film was formed in the surface ofthe
above-mentioned metal substrate and a nonmetal substrate of plating or a spatter can also be used. Since the

configuration on the surface of data medium is affected, in order to make low the magnetic-head surfacing height at the

time of record playback, as for the shape of surface type ofthe nonmagnetic substrate 1, it is desirable to set surface

average-of-roughness-height Ra of the nonmagnetic substrate 1 to 2nm or less. By setting this surface average-of-

roughness-hei^t Ra to 2nm or less, surface irregularity of magnetic-recording data medium can be made small, the

magnetic-head surfacing height at the time of record playback can be made low enough, and recording density can be

raised.

[0007] Since the perpendicular direction component ofthe magnetic flux fi-om an arm head is enlarged and

magnetization of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 is fixed in the perpendicular direction to a substrate 1, the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 is formed. By magnetic-recording data medium ofthis operation gestalt, the soft magnetism
substrate film 2 can adopt the configuration containing the material expressed with the following presentations.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-fN ... (1) (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and

Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo 1=
] Cr, Ga, aluminum, Si, and nickel.) However, a, b, c, d, and f are the atomic ratios (at%)

expressed with percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, and 3<=f<=30.

As for a-f, it is more desirable to be referred to as 60 <=a+b<==80, 30<=a<=80, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=3, and 8<=f<=25.
As for the soft magnetism substrate film 2, it is desirable that it is what uses as a principal component the material

shown by the formula (1). In addition, a principal component means that the component concemed is included

exceeding 50at(s)%. As an example of the material shown in a formula (1), FeHfCrN, FeHfAlN, FeHfSiN, FeHfGaN,
FeHfCrAlN, FeZrCrN, FeTaCrN, FeNbCrN, FeTiCrN, and FeCoHfCrN can be mentioned.

[0008] Moreover, the soft magnetism substrate film 2 may contain the material expressed with the following

presentations.

aFe-bCo-cM-eX2-fN ... (2) (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and

Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo 2=
] P, C, B, and O.) However, a, b, c, e, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with

percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=e<=10, and 3<-f<=30.

As for a-f, it is more desirable to be referred to as 60 <=a+b<=80, 30<=a<=80, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=e<=5, and 8<=f<=25.

As for the soft magnetism substrate film 2, it is desirable that it is what uses as a principal component the material

shown by the formula (2). As an example of the material shown in a formula (2), FeHfBN, FeHfCN, FeHfPN, FeHfON,
FeHfBCN, FeZrBN, FeTaBN, FeNbBN, FeTiBN, and FeHfAlCON can be mentioned.

[0009] Moreover, the thing containing the material expressed with the following presentations can also be used for the

soft magnetism substrate film 2.
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aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2-fN ... (3) (one sort or two sorts or more among [ One sort or two sorts or more, X among / One
sort or two sorts or more, X among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo 1= / Cr, Ga, aluminum. Si, and nickel 2= ] P,

C, B, and O.)

However, a, b, c, d, e, and f are the atomic ratios expressed with percentage, and are 60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90,
5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 0.1<=e<=7, and 3<=f<=30.

As for a-f, it is more desirable to be referred to as 60 <=a+b<=80, 30<=a<=80, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=3, 0.1<=e<=5, and

8<=f<=25, As for the soft magnetism substrate film 2, it is desirable that it is what uses as a principal component the

material shown by the formula (3). FeHfCrBN, FeHfAlBN, FeHfAlPN, FeHfCrAlBN, and FeHfCrBPN can be
mentioned as an example of the material shown in a formula (3).

[0010] Since saturation magnetic flux density will need to become it small that the sum total (a+b) of the content of Fe

and Co is xmder the above-mentioned range and it will be necessary to thicken the soft magnetism substrate film 2,

surface average-of-roughness-height Ra becomes large. Consequently, it becomes impossible to make low enough the

magnetic-head surfacing height at the time of record playback, and high recording density-ization becomes difficult.

Moreover, if the sum total content of Fe and Co crosses the above-mentioned range, since sufficient low noise-ization

becomes difficult, it is not desirable, since saturation magnetic flux density will need to become it small that the content

(a) ofFe is under the above-mentioned range and it will be necessary to thicken the soft magnetism substrate film 2 ~
surface average-of-roughness-height Ra - it becomes large. Consequently, it becomes impossible to make low enough

the magnetic-head surfacing height at the time ofrecord playback, and high recording density-ization becomes difficult.

Moreover, ifthe content ofFe crosses the above-mentioned range, since sufficient low noise-ization becomes difficult,

it is not desirable. Since the noise reduction effect according that the content (c) ofM is under the above-mentioned

range to the soft magnetism substrate film 2 becomes low, it is not desirable. Moreover, if the content ofM crosses the

above-mentioned range, since there is a possibility that the soft magnetism substrate film 2 whole may become
amorphous, and noise figure may deteriorate, it is not desirable. The diameter of crystal grain of the soft magnetism
substrate film 2 becomes it easy to become large that the content (f) ofN is xmder the above-mentioned range.

Moreover, if the content ofN crosses the above-mentioned range, since the saturation magnetic flux density of the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 becomes low, it is not desirable.

[001 1] The effect which makes crystal grain detailed as the content (d) ofXI is under the above-mentioned range falls,

the diameter of crystal grain becomes large, and a noise increases. Moreover, if the content ofXI crosses the above-

mentioned range, being magnetized [ of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 ] will become easy to become inadequate.

Moreover, since the data-medium noise generated from the soft magnetism substrate film 2 increases, it is not desirable.

Crystal grain becomes it large that the content (e) ofX2 is under the above-mentioned range, and a data-medium noise

increases. If the content ofX2 crosses the above-mentioned range, being magnetized [ of the soft magnetism substrate

film 2 ] will become easy to become inadequate. Moreover, since the data-medium noise generated from the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 increases, it is not desirable.

[0012] As for the soft magnetism substrate film 2, it is desirable to consist of a fine crystal which carries out the

principal component of the Fe, and an amorphous phase which contains many M and N (one sort or two sorts or more
among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo) rather than this fine crystal. In the example which drawing 2 shows an

example of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 which has a fine crystal and an amorphous phase, and is shown here, the

soft magnetism substrate film 2 has the structure ofhaving amorphous phase 2b which separates much fine crystal 2a
and these fine crystal 2a. The mean particle diameter of this fine crystal 2a is 13nm or less. As for this mean particle

diameter, it is desirable to be referred to as 1Onm or less. By making this diameter of crystal grain into this range,

magnetic KURAI star size in the soft magnetism substrate film 2 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4 can be made
small, a data-medium noise can be reduced, and record reproducing characteristics can be raised.

[0013] It can ask for the mean particle diameter of fine crystal 2a from the observation image by the transmission

electron microscope (TEM). That is, by processing on a computer the image of fine crystal 2a observed by TEM, it

changes into the circle ofthe same area as this fine crystal 2a, and let this diameter of circle be the particle size of that

fine crystal 2a. It asks for particle size about two or more fine crystal 2a in the same procedure, and let the average of

the particle size of fine crystal 2a of these plurality be mean particle diameter. It is suitable for the number of fine crystal

2a set as the object of particle-size measurement to carry out to 100 (500 or more [ Preferably ]) or more.

[0014] As for fine crystal 2a, it is desirable to take bcc structure. When fine crystal 2a takes bcc structure, it is because

saturation magnetic flux density can be raised effectively. Moreover, in fine crystal 2a, it is desirable that the field is

carrying out priority orientation (110). The crystal structure and an orientation side can be distinguished with an X-ray

diffraction method (XRD).

[0015] As for the saturation magnetic flux density Bs ofthe soft magnetism substrate film 2, it is desirable that it is
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more than IT (T or more [ T or more / Preferably 1A I still more preferably 1 .6 ]). Since it will be necessary to carry out

thickness of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 to saturation magnetic flux density Bs being under the above-mentioned

range thickly, and surface average-of-roughness-height Ra becomes large or productivity gets worse, it is not desirable.

[0016] As for product Bs-t ofthe saturation magnetic flux density Bs ofthe soft magnetism substrate film 2, and the

thickness t of the soft magnetism substrate film 2, it is desirable that they are 50 or more (preferably 100 or more T-nm)
T-nm. Since it becomes that in which a playback wave has the so-called not a square wave but distortion as this Bs-t is

less than 50 T-nm and record reproducing characteristics get worse, it is not desirable.

[0017] The soft magnetism substrate film 2 can be considered as the configuration in which surface some or the surface

(field by the side of the perpendicular magnetic film 4) whole surface has oxidized. As for the thickness of this

oxidation portion (oxidizing zone), it is desirable that it is 3nm or less (preferably 2.5nm or less, more preferably 2nm or

less). If the thickness of this oxidation portion exceeds 3nm, it is not desirable in order to disturb the orientation of the
orientation control film 3 prepared on this and to cause deterioration ofrecord reproducing characteristics. Moreover, if

this thickness exceeds 3nm, scaling of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 will become superfluous, and surface

average-of-roughness-height Ra will become large (for example, it becomes a value exceeding 2nm). Consequentiy, it

becomes impossible to make low enough the magnetic-head surfacing height at the time ofrecord playback, and high

recording density-ization becomes difficult. The condition that the soft magnetism substrate fihn 2 oxidized can be
checked by Auger electron spectroscopy, the SIMS method, etc. Moreover, it can ask for the thickness of the oxidation

portion (oxidizing zone) of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 surface with the transmission electron microscope
(TEM) photograph of for example, a data-medium cross section.

[0018] As for the coercive force He of the soft magnetism substrate fihn 2, it is desirable to carry out to below 100 (Oe)

(preferably below 30 (Oe) still more preferably below 10 (Oe)). If this coercive force He crosses the above-mentioned

range, since a soft magnetism property becomes inadequate and it becomes that in which a playback wave has the so-

called not a square wave but distortion, it is not desirable. Moreover, as for the maximum permeability ofthe soft

magnetism substrate film 2, it is desirable to be referred to as 1000-1 million (preferably 100000-500000). Writing in to

magnetic-recording data medium becomes that the maximum permeability is under the above-mentioned range

inadequate at the time of record, and there is a possibility that sufficient record reproducing characteristics cannot be
acquired. In addition, permeability is the value expressed with the system ofCGS units.

[0019] Since the shape of siuface type of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 affects the configuration ofthe magnetic-

recording data-medium surface, it is desirable to set the surface average-of-roughness-height Ra to 2nm or less. By
making surface average-of-roughness-height Ra into this range, surface irregularity ofmagnetic-recording data medium
can be made small, the magnetic-head sxirfacing height at the time ofrecord playback can be made low enough, and
recording density can be raised.

[0020] The orientation control film 3 is for controlling the stacking tendency and the diameter of crystal grain ofthe
perpendicular magnetic film 4. As for the orientation control film 3, it is desirable that a surface side (perpendicular

magnetic film 4 side) is what takes hep structure or fee structure at least. As an hep structure material used for the

orientation control film 3, what contains one sort or two sorts or more 50 or more ats among Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd,
Tb, and Hf can be mentioned, inside - the inside ofHf and Ru - either ~ more than 50at% - when the alloy to contain

is used, since the data-medium noise gen^ated fi-om the perpendicular magnetic film 4 can be reduced and high

recording density-ization is attained, it is desirable. When Ru is used especially, since the perpendicular stacking

tendency of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 can be raised, it is desirable. As an hep structure material, the alloy which
added Co, Cr, Fe, nickel, etc. into the above-mentioned material (one sort or two sorts or more among Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru,

Re, Gd, Tb, and HQ can be used in consideration ofthe adjustment ofthe grid to the perpendicular magnetic film 4.

Moreover, since crystal grain is made detailed, the alloy which added C, O, N, Si, B, and P can also be used for the

above-mentioned material (one sort or two sorts or more among Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and Hf). Ru, RuCr, and
Hf, HfB and Re can be mentioned as an example of the hep structure material used suitable for the orientation control

film 3.

[0021] It is desirable to use what contains one sort or two sorts or more 50 or more ats among nickel, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, Ir,

Au, and aluminum as a fee structural material used for the orientation control film 3. When nickel is used even
especially in inside, since the perpendicular stacking tendency of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 can be raised, it is

desirable. Moreover, as a fee structural material, the alloy which added Co, Cr, Fe, nickel, etc. into the above-mentioned
material (one sort or two sorts or more among nickel, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, Ir, Au, and aluminum) can be used in

consideration of the adjustment of the grid to the perpendicular magnetic film 4. Moreover, since crystal grain is made
detailed, the alloy which added C, O, N, Si, B, and P can also be used for the above-mentioned material (one sort or two
sorts or more among nickel, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt, Ir, Au, and aluminum), nickel, NiCrN, and Cu and PdB can be mentioned as
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an example of the fee struetural material used suitable for the orientation control film 3.

[0022] As for the thickness of the orientation control film 3, it is desirable to be referred to as l-50nm (preferably 2-

30nm, still more preferably 2-20nm). A perpendicular stacking tendency [ in / that this thickness is under the above-

mentioned range / the perpendicular magnetic film 4 ] falls, and record reproducing characteristics and heat fluctuation

resistance deteriorate. Moreover, if this thickness crosses the above-mentioned range, in the perpendicular magnetic film

4, a crystal grain child will make it big and rough, and record reproducing characteristics will get worse. Moreover,

since the distance of the magnetic head and the soft magnetism substrate film 2 at the time of record reproducing

characteristics becomes large, the resolution of a regenerative signal falls.

[0023] The easy axis consists of a magnetic material which mainly carried out orientation perpendicularly to the

substrate, and, as for the perpendicular magnetic film 4, it is desirable as the material to use the alloy ofCoCrX3 system,

a CoCrPt system, a CoCrTa system, CoCrPtX3 system, and CoPtX3 system (one sort or two sorts or more among

[ Xthree: ] Ta, Zr, Nb, Cu, Re, nickel, Mn, germanium. Si, O, N, and B). In order to raise the perpendicular magnetic

anisotropy of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 especially, it is desirable to use that whose Pt content is 8 - 24at% with

the alloy of CoCrPtX3 system and CoPtX3 system. Moreover, when Pt content is made into 14 - 22at%, since the heat

fluctuation property ofcould make certainly the reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (- Hn) or more into

zero, and having excelled can be acquired, it is desirable. Moreover, the structure which carried out the laminating of

transition-metals materials (Co, Co alloy, Fe, Fe alloy, etc.) and the noble-metals material (Pd, Pd alloy, Pt, Pt alloy)

over many times is employable as the perpendicular magnetic film 4. For example, the structure which carried out the

laminating of the layer which consists of Co, CoX4, Fe, or FeX4, and the layer which consists ofPd, PdX4, Pt, or PtX4
(one sort or two sorts or more among [ Xfour: ] Cr, Pt, Ta, B, O, Ru, and Si) over many times is employable. Although

each of alloys of the above-mentioned CoCr system, a CoCrPt system, a CoCrTa system, CoCrPtX3 system, and

CoPtX3 system and laminated-structure fihn materials takes polycrystal structure, they can also apply the perpendicular

magnetic film ofamorphous structure by magnetic-recording data medixim ofthis invention. As a material which takes

amorphous structure, the alloys (TbFeCo system alloy etc.) containing rare earth elements can be used.

[0024] It is suitable for the reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (-Hn) of the perpendicular magnetic film

4 to carry out to more than 0 (Oe) (preferably more than 1000 (Oe)). Heat fluctuation resistance falls that this reverse

magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (- Hn) is under this range. As shown in drawing 3 , a reverse magnetic-

domain nucleation magnetic field (- Hn) is the process in which an external magnetic field is decreased in a hysteresis

curve (MH curve) fi-om the condition with which magnetization was saturated, and it can express with the distance (Oe)

to the point b of starting flux reversal fi^om the point a that an extemal magnetic field is set to 0. In addition, a reverse

magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (- Hn) takes a positive value, when an extemal magnetic field has the point

b of starting flux reversal in the field used as negative (see drawing 3 ), and when an extemal magnetic field has Point b
in reverse to the field used as positive, it takes a negative value (see drawing 4 ). In order to remove the effect of the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 in measurement of a reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (- Hn), it is suitable

for it to measure about this disk using an oscillating-type magnetic-properties measuring device or a Kerr effect

measuring device using the disk which consists only of a substrate 1, the orientation control film 3, a perpendicular

magnetic film 4, and a protective coat 5. Moreover, a reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (- Hn) can also

be measured with an oscillating-type magnetic-properties measuring device or a Kerr effect measuring device, using

magnetic-recording data medium as it is.

[0025] The perpendicular magnetic film 4 can also be made into the multilayer structure which consists oftwo or more
layers from which a component presentation and the crystal structure differ. For example, it consists of an interlayer

formed between two or more magnetic layers and each magnetic layer, and can consider as the configuration whose
interlayer of this takes hep structure or fee structure. The magnetic layer of these plurality may be mutually the same in

respect of a component presentation or the crystal structure, and may differ mutually. If the adjustment of the grid to a

magnetic layer is taken into consideration as an interlayer's material To Ru (or Re), Co, Cr, Fe, nickel, C, O, N, Si, The
alloy which added Co, Cr, Fe, C, O, N, Si, B, etc. to alloy;nickel which added B etc.; alloy;nickel which added Fe,

nickel, C, O, N, Si, B, etc. can be used for alloy;CoCr which added Cr, Fe, nickel, C, O, N, Si, B, etc. to Co.

[0026] As for the coercive force He of the perpendicular magnetic film 4, it is desirable to carry out to more than 3000
(Oe). Since a recording characteristic and a heat fluctuation property deteriorate that coercive force He is under this

range, it is not desirable.

[0027] In the perpendicular magnetic film 4, it is desirable that the mean particle diameter of crystal grain is 4-15nm. A
coercive force fall and heat fluctuation property deterioration become it easy to take place that tiiis mean particle

diameter is under this range. Ifmean particle diameter crosses the above-mentioned range, a data-medium noise will

increase. It can ask for the mean particle diameter of crystal grain like the mean particle diameter of fine crystal 2a in
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the above-mentioned soft magnetism substrate film 2.

[0028] As for the thickness of the perpendicular magnetic fihn 4, it is desirable to be referred to as 5-50nm (especially

7-30nm). When this thickness is under the above-mentioned range, the crystal orientation of the perpendicular magnetic
film 4 becomes easy to become inadequate, and record reproducing characteristics deteriorate. Moreover, if thickness

crosses the above-mentioned range, big and rough-ization of crystal grain will become easy to take place, a noise will

increase, and record reproducing characteristics will deteriorate.

[0029] A protective coat 5 is for preventing damage on the surface of data medium, when the magnetic head contacts

data medium, and securing the lubricating properties between the magnetic head and data medium while preventing the

corrosion of the perpendicular magnetic film 4. It is possible to use a well-known material for a protective coat 5

conventionally, for example, what makes a principal component the single presentation of C, Si02, and Zr02 or these,

and contains other elements is usable. As for the thickness of a protective coat 5, it is desirable to be referred to as 1-

lOnm.

[0030] Well-known lubricant, such as a perfluoro polyether, fluorination alcohol, and a fluorination carboxylic acid, can
be used for lubricating film 6. The class and thickness can be suitably set up according to the property of the protective

coat used or lubricant.

[003 1] In order to manufacture magnetic-recording data medium of the above-mentioned configuration, on the substrate

1 shown in dmvdngl , the soft magnetism substrate film 2 is formed by a spatter etc., oxidation treatment is performed
to the surface of this soft magnetism substrate film 2 if needed, and, subsequentiy the orientation control fihn 3 and the

perpendicular magnetic film 4 are fomed by a spatter etc. one by one. Subsequently, after forming a protective coat 5

by the spatter, a CVD method, the ion beam method, etc., lubricating fihn 6 is formed with a DIP coating metiiod, a spin

coat method, etc.

[0032] In case the soft magnetism substrate fihn 2 is formed, the spatter using the target which consists of a material

excluding N fi-om the material shown in above-mentioned formula (1) - (3) can be adopted, and the method ofmaking
the membrane formation gas used at the time ofmembrane formation containing nitrogen can be taken. As for the

nitrogen content of this membrane formation gas, considering as 0.1 - 50vol% is desirable. As this nitrogen content

membrane formation gas, the mixed gas which consists of nitrogen and an argon can be used. The soft magnetism
substrate film 2 can be formed now in homogeneity by using the membrane formation gas containing nitrogen.

[0033] When performing oxidation treatment to the surface of the soft magnetism substrate film 2, after forming the soft

magnetism substrate film 2, the method of putting the soft magnetism substrate film 2 to oxygen content gas and the

method ofintroducing oxygen into the gas for membrane formation at the time of forming the soft magnetism substrate

fihn 2 can be taken. When putting the surface of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 to oxygen content gas, the method
of contacting the soft magnetism substrate film 2 into the dilution gas which diluted oxygen with an argon or nitrogen,

or pure oxygen about 0.3 to 20 seconds can be taken. Moreover, the method ofputting the soft magnetism substrate film

2 to atmospheric air can also be taken. Since accommodation ofthe degree of oxidation of the soft magnetism substrate

fihn 2 surface becomes easy by choosing the dilution ratio of oxygen in using the dilution gas which diluted oxygen
with gas, such as an argon and nitrogen, especially, a desired oxidation state can be acquired. Moreover, what is

necessary is just to carry out a spatter using the process gas containing oxygen (or all processes) to a part ofmembrane
formation process, if it uses a spatter as for example, a forming-membranes method in introducing oxygen into the gas

for membrane formation of the soft magnetism substrate film 2. As this process gas, the gas which carried out degree

mixing of the oxygen 0.05% to 50% (preferably 0.1 - 20%) at the rate of volume is suitably used for an argon, for

example. By scaling of this soft magnetism substrate film 2, the magnetic fluctuation ofthe surface of the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 is suppressed, while preventing noise generating resulting fi-om this fluctuation, crystal grain

of the orientation control film 3 formed on the soft magnetism substrate film 2 can be made detailed, and the

improvement effect of noise figure and record reproducing characteristics can be acquired. Moreover, it can prevent the

material of the nonmagnetic substrate 1 or the soft magnetism substrate film 2 ionizing, and moving to the data-medium
surface by the oxidation portion (oxidizing zone) ofthe soft magnetism substrate film 2 surface, and the corrosion on
the surface of data medium can be prevented.

[0034] In having fine crystal 2a and amorphous phase 2b for the soft magnetism substrate film 2, after forming the soft

magnetism substrate film 2, by performing heat treatment (aimealing treatment), a boundary can form clear fine crystal

2a and amorphous phase 2b, a noise can be reduced, and it can raise record reproducing characteristics fiirther; The
temperature conditions of annealing treatment are made into 250 degrees C - 450 degrees C. The data-medium noise

reduction effect becomes it low that this annealing treatment temperature is less than 250 degrees C. Moreover, if

annealing treatment temperature exceeds 450 degrees C, since the crystal of fine crystal 2a makes it big and rough and

the noise reduction effect becomes low, it is not desirable. Although especially the time amount of annealing treatment
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is not restricted, it is desirable to consider as 2 - 50 seconds (still more preferably 2-20 seconds). Although especially

annealing treatment Ushiro's cooldown delay is not restricted, considering productivity, it is desirable to consider as 50
or less (preferably 20 or less seconds) seconds,

[0035] In case the orientation control fibn 3 is formed^ an oxide film or a nitride may be formed in the surface of the

orientation control film 3 by introducing oxygen and nitrogen into membrane formation gas. If a spatter is used as a

forming-membranes method, in case near the surface of the orientation control film 3 will be formed, for example, as

process gas The above-mentioned oxide film or a nitride can be formed by using for an argon the gas which carried out

degree mixing of the oxygen 0.05 to 50% (preferably 0.1 - 20%) at the rate of volume, and the gas which carried out

degree mixing of the nitrogen 0.01 to 20% (preferably 0.02 - 10%) at the rate of volume at the argon.

[0036] When making the perpendicular magnetic film 4 into monolayer structure, the perpendicular magnetic film 4 can

be formed using the target which consists of a material which constitutes this perpendicular magnetic film 4. In making
the perpendicular magnetic film 4 into the multilayer structure which consists of a transition-metals layer and a noble-

metals layer, the 1st target which consists of transition metals (Co, Co alloy), and the 2nd target which consists ofnoble

metals (Pt, Pd, etc.) are used by turns, and it constitutes the perpendicular magnetic film 4 by carrying out the spatter of

the material of each target by turns.

[0037] The spatter using the carbon target as the formation method of a protective coat 5, and a CVD method and the

ion beam method can be used. Moreover, the method of forming the protective coat 5 which consists of Si02 or Zr02
by the reactant spatter using the gas which contains oxygen as process gas etc. is applicable using the target ofRF
spatter using the target of Si02 or Zr02 or Si, or Zr. When using a CVD method and the ion beam method, the

protective coat 5 with a very high degree of hardness can be formed, since it becomes possible to make a protective coat

5 thinner than a spatter sharply, the spacing loss at the time of record playback can be made small, and record playback

ofhigh density can be performed.

[0038] Since either is used among what is expressed with magnetic-recording data medium of this operation gestalt with

the presentation shown below as a material ofthe soft magnetism substrate fihn 2, record reproducing characteristics

can be raised.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-fN (... 1) (60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 3<=f<=30)
aFe-bCo-cM-eX2-flS[ (... 2) (60.<=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=e<=10, 3<=f<=30)
aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2-fN (... 3) (60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 0.1<=e<=7, 3<=f<=30)

[0039] By using the above-mentioned material shows below the reason which can raise record reproducing

characteristics. Since there is an effect which makes crystal grain detailed in Fe alloy film in nitrogen, noise reduction

can be aimed at by addition of nitrogen. Furthermore, a FeN alloy can be made to generate the compoxmd whichM and
N combined by adding M (one sort or two sorts or more among Ti, Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V, and Mo). Since it is easy to

segregate the compound containing this M and N to a grain boundary, by addition ofM, it can promote formation of a
grain boundary, can isolate crystal grain, and can stop a noise low fiirther. Moreover, XI (one sort or two sorts or more
among Cr, Ga, aluminum. Si, and nickel) dissolves to Fe, and has the property to suppress Fe alloy crystal growth. For
this reason, in the soft magnetism substrate film 2, superfluous crystal growth can be prevented by addition ofXI

.

Therefore, big and rough-ization of crystal grain can be prevented, and noise reduction can be aimed at. Moreover, it is

easy to segregate X2 (P, C, B, O) to a grain boundary field, and since there is a property which carries out covalent bond
to Fe orM in a grain boundary, it can make the grain boundary containing the above-mentioned covalent-bond nature

compound form by addition ofX2. For this reason, while width of face forms a large and stable grain boundary,

superfluous crystal growth can be controlled, therefore, crystal grain - detailed-izing - you make it isolated and the

fiirther noise control is attained. Although there is at least the one data-medium noise reduction effect ofXI and X2, the

data-medium noise reduction effect ofhaving excelled fiirther can be acquired by adding these both sides. While
making small the diameter of crystal grain in the soft magnetism substrate film 2 by using the above-mentioned material

for the above reason, crystal grain can be isolated and the noise resulting from the soft magnetism substrate film 2 can

be reduced. Moreover, since crystal grain can be isolated, the magnetic interaction between these crystal grain can be
controlled. For this reason, the magnetic cluster size in the soft magnetism substrate film 2 can be made small, and the

noise based on this magnetic cluster can be stopped.

[0040] Moreover, in the soft magnetism substrate film 2, detailed-izing of crystal grain and isolation can be attained also

in the orientation control film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4 which grow crystal grain under the effect of tiie

soft magnetism substrate film 2 since it can be isolated, detailed-izing and. For this reason, fiirther data-medium noise

reduction can be aimed at. Moreover, by above-mentioned magnetic-recording data medium, the closed magnetic circuit

where the magnetic flux from the magnetic head results again through the perpendicular magnetic fihn 4 and the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 at the magnetic head at the time ofrecord playback is formed. Thus, since the soft
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magnetism substrate film 2 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4 are magnetized by common magnetic flux, the

magnetic cluster size of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 comes to be influenced by the magnetic cluster size of the
soft magnetism substrate film 2. For this reason, the magnetic cluster size of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 becomes
small like the magnetic cluster size ofthe soft magnetism substrate film 2.

[0041] As mentioned above, by magnetic-recording data medium of this operation gestalt, in the soft magnetism
substrate film 2 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4, the diameter of crystal grain and a magnetic cluster size are

made small, record reproducing characteristics are raised, and record playback of the information on high density is

attained. In addition, it can ask for a magnetic cluster size under the force microscope (MFM) between MAG. That is,

after carrying out alternating current demagnetization of data mediimi of the phase in which the soft magnetism
substrate film 2 was formed, a magnetization condition can be measured by MFM and the diameter of the ensemble of
magnetization who is suitable in the mutual almost same direction can be made into magnetic KURAI star size.

[0042] Moreover, by magnetic-recording data medium of this operation gestalt, since the material shown in the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 at above-mentioned formula (1) - (3) is used, sufficient magnetization can be obtained in the

soft magnetism substrate film 2. For this reason, it is not necessary to form the soft magnetism substrate film 2 in

excessive thickness, and the fall ofproductivity can be prevented. Moreover, surface roughness of the soft magnetism
substrate film 2 can be made small, and deterioration of a glide height property can be prevented.

[0043] The soft magnetism substrate film 2 moreover, by consisting of fine crystal 2a and amorphous phase 2b which
contains many M and N (one sort or two sorts or more among M=Ti, and Zr, Nb, Hf, Ta, V and Mo) rather than fine

crystal 2a Widely, width of face forms stable amorphous phase 2b, suppresses the magnetic interaction between fine

crystal 2a, can make magnetic KURAI star size small, and can make a data-medium noise small. The compound which
M and N combined is formed and it is considered to be for this compound to segregate to amorphous phase 2b that

amorphous phase 2b will become broad and stable.

[0044] By the manufacture method ofmagnetic-recording data medium of this operation gestalt, since the material

shown in the soft magnetism substrate film 2 at above-mentioned formula (1) - (3) is used, the diameter of crystal grain

in the soft magnetism substrate film 2 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4 can be made small, and the noise resulting

fi"om the soft magnetism substrate film 2 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4 can be reduced. Moreover, the magnetic
cluster size ofthe soft magnetism substrate film 2 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4 can be made small, and the

noise based on this magnetic cluster can be stopped. Therefore, record reproducing characteristics are raised and record

playback ofthe information on high density is attained.

[0045] Drawing 5 shows the 2nd operation gestalt ofmagnetic-recording data medivim of this invention. By this

magnetic-recording data medium, it differs fi-om magnetic-recording data medium of the operation gestalt ofthe above
1st in that the orientation control substrate film 7 is formed between the soft magnetism substrate film 2 and the '

orientation control fihn 3. The material which uses one sort or two sorts or more in Ti, Zn, Y, Zr, Ru, Re, Gd, Tb, and
Hf as a principal component can be used for the orientation control substrate fihn 7. Moreover, the material which
makes B-2 structure can also be used as a material of the orientation control substrate film 7. As a material which makes
B-2 structure, what uses one sort or two sorts or more of alloys as a principal component among NiAl, FeAl, CoFe,
CoZr, NiTi, AlCo, AlRu, and CoTi can be used. Moreover, the material which added elements, such as Cr, Mo, Si, Mn,
W, Nb, Ti, Zr, B, O, and N, can also be used for these alloys. As for the tiiickness ofthe orientation control substrate

film 7, it is desirable to be referred to as 30nm or less. If this thickness crosses the above-mentioned range, since the

distance of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 and the soft magnetism substrate film 2 becomes large, resolution and
noise figure will deteriorate. As for the thickness of the orientation control substrate film 7, it is desirable to be referred

to as O.lnm or more.

[0046] Drawing 6 shows the 3rd operation gestalt ofmagnetic-recording data medium of this invention. By this

magnetic-recording data medium, it differs firom magnetic-recording data medium of the 1st operation gestalt shown in

drawing_l in that the nonmagnetic interlayer 8 which consists of a non-magnetic material is formed between the

orientation control film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4. It is desirable to use for the nonmagnetic interlayer 8

the non-magnetic material which takes hep structure. As this material, it is suitable to use a CoCr alloy, CoCrX5 alloy,

and CoX5 alloy (for X5 to be one sort or two sorts or more in Pt, Ta, Zr, Ru, Nb, Cu, Re, nickel, Mn, germanium, Si, O,

N, and B). record by the aggravation of record reproducing characteristics and the distance of the magnetic head and the

soft magnetism substrate film 2 by big-and-rough-izing of a magnetic grain becoming large — in order to prevent the fall

of resolution, it is suitable to be referred to as 20nm or less (preferably lOnm or less). [ in / in the thickness of the

nonmagnetic interlayer 8 / the perpendicular magnetic film 4 ] With this operation gestalt, by forming the nonmagnetic

interlayer 8, the stacking tendency of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 is raised, coercive force He can be heightened

and record reproducing characteristics and a heat fluctuation property can be raised further.
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[0047] Drawing 7 shows the 4th operation gestalt ofmagnetic-recording data mediiim of this invention. By this

magnetic-recording data medium, it differs from magnetic-recording data medium of the 1st operation gestalt shown in

drawing 1 in that the hard magnetism film 9 with which the easy axis turned to field inboard, and the substrate film 10

within a field are formed between the nonmagnetic substrate 1 and the soft magnetism substrate film 2. As a material

used for the hard magnetism film 9, it is suitable to use a CoCr alloy, especially CoCrX6 (one sort or two sorts or more
as which X6 is chosen from from among Pt, Ta, Zr, Nb, Cu, Re, nickel, Mn, germanium, Si, O, N, and B). Moreover, a

CoSm alloy may be used. As for the hard magnetism film 9, it is desirable that coercive force He is more than 1000 (Oe)

(preferably more than 2000 (Oe)). thickness ofthe hard magnetism fihn 9 is set to 10-150nm (preferably 40-80nm) - it

is desirable. In order to make it the soft magnetism substrate film 2 not form a substrate radial magnetic domain wall, as

for the hard magnetism film 9, it is desirable that it is magnetized in the direction of a radial from a substrate center, and

the hard magnetism film 9 and the soft magnetism substrate film 2 are carrying out switched connection. The substrate

fihn 10 within a field is formed directly under the hard magnetism film 9, and can mention Cr or Cr alloy as the

material. As an example of Cr alloy used for the substrate film 10 within a field, the alloy of a CrMo system, a CrTi

system, a CrW system, a CrMo system, a CrV system, a CrSi system, and a CrNb system can be mentioned.

[0048] By forming the hard magnetism film 9, formation ofthe huge magnetic domain in the soft magnetism substrate

fihn 2 can be suppressed. For this reason, a disturbance magnetic field can prevent generating of a spike noise under
large environment, it excels in an error rate property, and magnetic-recording data medium in which high density record

is possible can be obtained.

[0049] Drawing 8 shows the 5th operation gestalt ofmagnetic-recording data medium of this invention. By magnetic-

recording data medium shown here, it differs from magnetic-recording data medium of the 1st operation gestalt shown
in drawing 1 with the point that the magnetization stability film 1 1 is formed between the perpendicular magnetic film 4

and the protective coat 5. as the material of the magnetization stability film 1 1 - Fe - more than 60at% - Fe alloy to

contain can be used. As this material, FeCo system alloys (FeCo, FeCoV, etc.), FeNi system alloys (FeNi, FeNiMo,
FeNiCr, FeNiSi, etc.), FeAl system alloys (FeAl, FeAlSi, FeAlSiCr, FeAlSiTiRu, etc.), FeCr system alloys (FeCr,

FeCrTi, FeCrCu, etc.), FeTa system alloys (FeTa, FaTaC, etc.), a FeC system alloy, a FeN system alloy, a FeSi system

alloy, a FeP system alloy, a FeNb system alloy, and a FeHf system alloy can be mentioned. The magnetization stability

film 1 1 can be considered as the configuration which has fine crystals, such as FeAlO, FeMgO, FeTaN, and FeZrN.
Moreover, a fine crystal can also consider as the granular structure distributed in the matrix, the magnetization stability

film 1 1 - Co - more than 80at% - Co alloy which contains and contains at least one or more sorts in Zr, Nb, Ta, Cr,

Mo, etc. can also be used. For example, CoZr, CoZrNb, CoZrTa, CoZrCr, CoZrMo, etc. can be mentioned as a suitable

thing. As for the coercive force He of the magnetization stability film 1 1, it is desirable to carry out to below 100 (Oe)

(preferably below 50 (Oe)). As for the saturation magnetic flux density Bs of the magnetization stabiUty film 1 1, it is

desirable to carry out to more than 0.4T (T or more [ Preferably 1 ]). moreover, saturation-magnetic-flux-density

thickness product Bs-t ofthe magnetization stability film 1 1 is 7.2 or less T-nm - it is desirable. Since a playback

output will decline if this Bs-t crosses the above-mentioned range, it is not desirable. Moreover, as for the maximum
permeability ofthe magnetization stability film 1 1, it is desirable to be referred to as 1000-1 million (preferably 10000-

500000). A component can consider the magnetization stability fihn 1 1 as the configuration which oxidized partially or

completely. That is, in the surface (field by the side of a protective coat 5 or the perpendicular magnetic film 4) ofthe
magnetization stability fihn 11, and its near, it can consider as the configuration in which the component oxidized

partially or on the whole.

[0050] With this operation gestalt, improvement in a heat fluctuation property and increase of a playback output can be
aimed at by forming the magnetization stability fihn 1 1. It is thought that a playback output increases because leakage

flux stops influencing of fluctuation since fluctuation of the magnetization in the surface of the perpendicular magnetic

film 4 is suppressed with the magnetization stability film 11. With the magnetization stability film 11, magnetization of
the perpendicular direction of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 and magnetization of the field inboard of the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 and the magnetization stability film 1 1 come to form a closed magnetic circuit, and it is

considered to be because for magnetization of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 to be fixed perpendicularly more firmly

that a heat fluctuation property improves. Moreover, since the magnetic fluctuation of the suiface of the magnetization

StabiUty fihn 1 1 can be suppressed when considering as the configuration in which the surface ofthe magnetization

stability fihn 1 1 oxidized, tiie noise resulting fi-om this magnetic fluctuation can be reduced, and the record reproducing

characteristics ofmagnetic-recording data medium can be improved.

[0051] Drawing 9 is the block diagram showing an example of the magnetic recorder and reproducing device

conceming this invention. The magnetic recorder and reproducing device shown in this drawing is equipped with the

data-medium mechanical component 21 which carries out the rotation drive ofmagnetic-recording data medium 20 and
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this magnetic-recording data medium 20 of the above-mentioned configuration, the magnetic head 22 which performs

informational record playback to magnetic-recording data medium 20, the head mechanical component 23 which makes
the magnetic head 22 drive, and the record regenerative-signal processor 24. The record regenerative-signal system 24
processes the inputted data, a record signal can be sent to the magnetic head 22, or can process the regenerative signal

fi-om the magnetic head 22, and can output data now.

[0052] A single magnetic pole arm head can be used as the magnetic head 22. Drawing 10 shows an example of a single

magnetic pole arm head, and the outline configuration of the single magnetic pole arm head 22 is carried out fi-om the

magnetic pole 25 and the coil 26. A magnetic pole 25 is formed in the shape of [ which has the main pole 27 with

narrow width of face, and the broad auxiliary magnetic pole 28 ] a side view abbreviation KO character, and the main
pole 27 can generate the magnetic field impressed to the perpendicular magnetic fihn 4 at the time of record, and it can

detect now the magnetic flux fi-om the perpendicular magnetic film 4 at the time of playback.

[0053] In case record to magnetic-recording data medium 20 is performed using the single magnetic pole arm head 22,

the magnetic flux emitted fi-om the tip of the main pole 27 makes the perpendicular magnetic film 4 magnetize in the

almost perpendicular direction to a substrate 1. Under the present circumstances, since the soft magnetism substrate film

2 is formed in magnetic-recording data medium 20, the magnetic flux fi"om the main pole 27 of the single magnetic pole

arm head 22 forms the closed magnetic circuit which results in the auxiliary magnetic pole 28 through the perpendicular

magnetic film 4 and the soft magnetism substrate film 2. By forming this closed magnetic circuit between the single

magnetic pole arm head 22 and magnetic-recording data medium 20, record playback of the increase of the

effectiveness of receipts and payments ofmagnetic flux and high density is attained. In addition, although the magnetic

flux between the main pole 27 and the soft magnetism substrate film 2 becomes the reverse sense in the magnetic flux

between the soft magnetism substrate film 2 and the auxiliary magnetic pole 28, since it is fiiUy large compared with the

main pole 27, the flux density fi:om the auxiliary magnetic pole 28 becomes small enough, and, as for the area of the

auxiliary magnetic pole 28, magnetization of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 is not influenced by the magnetic flux

fi"om this auxiliary magnetic pole 28. Moreover, in this invention, the compound-die thin film magnetic-recording arm
head which equipped with the huge magnetic-reluctance (GMR) element, the things, for example, the playback section,

other than a single magnetic pole arm head, can also be used as the magnetic head.

[0054] Since the material shown in the soft magnetism substrate fihn 2 ofmagnetic-recording data medium 20 at above-

mentioned formula (1) - (3) is used for the magnetic recorder and reproducing device of this operation gestalt, it can be
isolated and it can reduce detailed-izing and the noise resulting fi-om the soft magnetism substrate fihn 2 for the crystal

grain in the soft magnetism substrate film 2. Moreover, the magnetic cluster size in the soft magnetism substrate film 2

can be made small, and the magnetic cluster size in the perpendicular magnetic film 4 can be made small by this. For
this reason, the noise based on this magnetic cluster can be stopped. Therefore, record reproducing characteristics are

raised and record playback of the information on high density is attained.

[0055]

[Example] Hereafter, an example is shown and the operation effect of this invention is clarified. However, this invention

is not limited to the following examples.

The glass substrate [ finishing / washing ] 1 (made in Ohara, outer diameter of 2.5 inches) is held in the membrane
formation chamber ofDC magnetron sputtering equipment (product C-3010 made from Anelva). (Example 1) After

exhausting the inside of a membrane formation chamber until it became a 1x10 to 5 Pa ultimate vacuum, the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 (lOOnm in thickness) was formed in an argon and nitrogen mixed gas (nitrogen content

5vol%) on this glass substrate using the target which consists of 84Fe-13Hf-3Cr. Subsequently, heat treatment for 10

seconds (annealing treatment) was performed to the soft magnetism substrate film 2 on 350-degree C conditions. When
the presentation of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 was measxired using Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), it was
checked that it is 75Fe-l 1 .6Hf-2.4Cr-l IN. Moreover, when this soft magnetism substrate film 2 was observed using the

transmission electron microscope (TEM), this soft magnetism substrate film 2 has the structure where much fine crystal

2a was separated with amorphous phase 2b, and it was checked that the mean particle diameter of this fine crystal 2a is

lOnm. Moreover, the saturation magnetic flux density Bs of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 is 1 .5T, and

measurement by the oscillating-type magnetic-properties measuring device (VSM) showed that Bs-t was 150 T-nm.
Subsequently, sequential formation of the orientation control film 3 which consists of an orientation control substrate

film 7 (8nm in thickness) which consists of 50mckel-50aluminum on the soft magnetism substrate film 2, and an

orientation control film 3 (lOnm in thickness) which consists ofRu on 200-degree C conditions was carried out.

Subsequently, the perpendicular magnetic film 4 (25nm in thickness) which consists of a 65Co-17Cr-16Pt-2B was
formed. As a result of observing the perpendicular magnetic fihn 4 using TEM, it became clear that the diameter of

average crystal grain is 9nm. Moreover, when the static magnetism property of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 was
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investigated using the Kerr effect measuring device, the 4570(Oe) reverse magnetic-domain nucleation magnetic field (-

Hn) of coercive force was 750 (Oe). Moreover, when forming the soft magnetism substrate film 2, the orientation

control film 3, and the perpendicular magnetic film 4, the pressure was set as 0.5Pa, using an argon as process gas for

membrane formation. Subsequently, the protective coat 5 (5nm in thickness) was formed with the CVD method.

Subsequently, the lubricating film 6 which consists of a perfluoro polyether with a DIP coating method was formed, and
magnetic-recording data medium was obtained. In addition, in the publication of the above-mentioned charge of an

alloy, aA-bB shows a(at%) A-b(at%) B. For example, 65Co(es)-17Cr-16Pt-2B means 65at%Co-17at%Cr-16at%Pt-2at%
B (Co content 65at% and Cr content 17at% and Pt content 16at% and B content 2at%).

[0056] (Examples 2-15) Except carrying out as the presentation of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 is shown in a

table 1, magnetic-recording data medium was produced according to the example 1 (see the table 1).

[0057] (Examples 1-6 of a comparison) Except carrying out as the presentation of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 is

shown in a table 1, magnetic-recording data medium was produced according to the example 1 (see the table 1).

[0058] Record reproducing characteristics were evaluated about magnetic-recording data medium of these examples and
the example of a comparison. Evaluation of record reproducing characteristics was measured using the read/write

analyzer RWA1632 made fi^om GUZIK, and spin stand S1701MP. In evaluation of record reproducing characteristics, it

measured in track-recording-density 600kFCI using the single magnetic pole arm head for vertical recording as the

magnetic head. A test result is shown in a table 1

.

[0059]

A table 1]

'

mmrFim m m
m. m i@l% w. m 15-14

& 1 lO-X

7SFe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-llN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5

^mn 75.2Fe-12.4Hf-0.2Cr-12.2N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.0

72.6Fe-9. 8Hf-6. 5Cr-ll. IN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.1

nmm 74.9Fe-10.4Hf-2.4AI-12.3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Cbl7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.3

nmm 74. lFe-g.8Hf-2.8Si-|3.3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.

1

73. 2FB-11Hf-3. 2Ga-12.4N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.3

•mmi 74. 5Fe-1 1. 6Hf- 1. 5Cr-0. 8AI -1 1. 6N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5

75. 3Fe-8.62r-2.4Cr-13.7N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.4

72.5Fe-10.6Ta-2. 1Cr-14.8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.4

nm^m 72.2Fe-12. 1Nb-2. 9Cr-12. 8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.2

^mmu 73.2Fe-11.2Ti-2.2Cr-13.4N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -5.9

nmm 75.4Fe-5.4Hf-2.4Cr-16.8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -5.9

^mmn 76.6Fe-17.6Hf-2.4Cr-3. 4N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.9

nmm 63Fe-6. 6Hf-1, 1Cr-29. 3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -5.8

nmm 37Fe-32Co-14. 6Hf-2. 9Cr-13. 5N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.3

76FG-12. 3Hf-11.7N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -4.2

\mm 68Fe-H.2Hf-7.8Cr-13N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt28 25 -6.3

itmm 55Fa-17.8Hf-4.2Cr-23N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.1

imm 64Fe-21.5Hf-3.7Cr-10.8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.2

mm 84FB-13Hf-3Cr NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -4.2

60Fa-8.3Hf-0.5Cr-31.2N NiAl 8 Ru 10 6SCo17Cr16Pt2B 25 -4.9

in m)

[0060] A table 1 shows that outstanding record reproducing characteristics were shown compared with the example of a

comparison in the example which used for the soft magnetism substrate film 2 the material shown in the above-

mentioned formula ( 1 ).

[0061] (Examples 16-26) Except carrying out as the presentation ofthe soft magnetism substrate film 2 is shown in a

table 2, magnetic-recording data medium was produced according to the example 1 (see the table 2).

[0062] (Examples 7 and 8 of a comparison) Except carrying out as the presentation of the soft magnetism substrate film

2 is shown in a table 2, magnetic-recording data medium was produced according to the example 1 (see the table 2).

[0063] Record reproducing characteristics were evaluated about magnetic-recording data medium of these examples and

the example of a comparison. A test result is shown in a table 2.

[0064]

[A table 2]
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10-X

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5

74.9Fe-11. lHf-2.76-11.3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.8

mmm 74.5Fe-12. 1Hf-0. 2B-13. 2N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.9

72. 7Fe-9. 1Hf-9. 48-8. 8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.8

74.5Fe-10.2Hf-2C-13.3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.4

nmmo 73.8Fe-11. 1Hf-2. 8P-12. 3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.6

mm\2\ 73.9Fe-10.6Hf-3.4O-12. IN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.8

llliSff!l22 75.5Fe-10.3Hf-2.0B-1. IC-ll. IN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.9

IIS&0!I23 76.6Fe-9. 1Zr-2.48-11.9N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.3

74.4Fe-10. 1Ta-2. 1B-13.4N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt28 25 -6.2

llliS9J25 73. 4Fe-11.8Nb-2. 58-12. 3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65CDl7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.4

^^J26 74.6Fe-11.6Ti-2.2B-11.6N NiAl 6 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt28 25 -6.0

68.9Fe-10. 1Hf-12. 7B-8. 3N NiAl 6 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -4.9

68.4Fe-9.5Hf-12.8P-9,3N NiAl B Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.1

[0065] A table 2 shows that outstanding record reproducing characteristics were shown compared with the example of a

comparison in the example which used for the soft magnetism substrate film 2 the material shown in the above-

mentioned formula (2).

[0066] (Examples 27-35) Except carrying out as the presentation of the soft magnetism substrate film 2 is shown in a

table 3, magnetic-recording data medium was produced according to the example 1 (see the table 3). About magnetic-

recording data medixim of these examples, the result ofhaving evaluated record reproducing characteristics is shown in

a table 3.

[0067]

Tim
m.

s
m

& 10-X

HSii^lll 7SFe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pl2B 25 -6.5

73. 5FB-10. 6Hf-1. 7Cr-1. 9B-12. 3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -7. 1

73. 5Fe-10. 6Hf-0. 2Cr-2. 3B-13. 4N NiAl 8 Ru 10 66Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -7.0

73.2Fe-9Hf-4.8Cr-1.»-11.5N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.9

72. 8Fe-10. 6Hf-2. 1Cr-0. 28-14. 3N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.9

IIS8<J!I31 72. 1Fe-8.6Hf-1.5Cr-6.8B-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.6

nmmz 73. 9Fe-10.4Hf-1.9AI-1.8B-12N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -7.0

73.4Fe-10.9Hf-1.6AI-2.2P-11,9N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -7.3

73.9Fe-11.4Hf-1.2Cr-1. 1AI-1. 68-10. 8N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cria't2B 25 -7. 1

72. 3Fe-10. 1Hf-1. 7Cr-t. 9B-0. 9P-13. IN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -7,2

m)

[0068] A table 3 shows that outstanding record reproducing characteristics were shown in the example which used for

the soft magnetism substrate film 2 the material shown in the above-mentioned formula (3). Moreover, it turns out that

more excellent record reproducing characteristics were acquired compared with the example (a table 1, table 2) using

the material shown in a formula (1) and (2).

[0069] (Examples 36-39) Except carrying out as the saturation magnetic flux density Bs ofthe soft magnetism substrate

film 2 and thickness t are shown in a table 4, magnetic-recording data medium was produced according to the example 1

(see the table 4). About magnetic-recording data medium of these examples, the result ofhaving evaluated record

reproducing characteristics is shown in a table 4.

[0070]

[A table 4]
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ixGtt hltSlK

m. Bs
(T)

t

(no))

BsM
(T*nni) 5 5

m
10-X

75Fe-11.6Hf-Z4Cr-11N 1.5 100 150 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5

nmm^ 80Fe-8.6Hf-1.2Cr- 10. 2N 1.8 85 153 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.5

^mmi 71Fe-1Z4Hf-4.4Cr-12.2N 1.3 115 150 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt28 25 -6.1

63Fe-17.8Hf-3.1Cr-18. IN 1.0 150 150 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.9

mmi9 60.3Fe-18.7Hf-6.8Cr-14.2N 0.8 188 150 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.5

[0071] From a table 4, by making saturation magnetic flux density Bs more than IT (T or more [ Especially 1A ]) shows

that outstanding record reproducing characteristics were able to be acquired.

[0072] (Examples 40-42) Except carrying out as the saturation magnetic flux density Bs and Thickness t of the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 are shown in a table 5, magnetic-recording data medium was produced according to the

example 1 (see the table 5). About magnetic-recording data medium ofthese examples, the result ofhaving evaluated

record reproducing characteristics is shown in a table 5.

[0073]

i
mmm^ Tm

Bs
(T)

t

(nm)
Bs't
(TTim)

mm mm m mm m I5-I/-I-

1G-X

ISM1 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N 1.5 100 150 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5

Hlffii^MO 75Fe-11.6Hf-2,4Cr-11N 1.5 30 45 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.8

7SFe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N 1.6 60 90 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.1

nmmi 75Fe-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr-11N 1.5 70 105 NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5

m)

[0074] From a table 5, by making product Bs-t of saturation magnetic flux density Bs and Thickness t into 50 or more
(especially 100 or more T-nm) T-nm shows that outstanding record reproducing characteristics were able to be acquired.

[0075] (Examples 43-54) Except carrying out as the material of the orientation control substrate film 7 and the

orientation control film 3 and its thickness are shown in a table 6, magnetic-recording data medium was produced

according to the example 1 (see the table 6). About magnetic-recording data medium of these examples, the result of

having evaluated record reproducing characteristics is shown in a table 6.

0076]

A table 6]

mmmm
mm B mm 13.

&
mm

S 10-X

HBSfll 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.5

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N Ru 2 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.1

•mm 75F6-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N Ru 18 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.2

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N Ru 45 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.9

75F6-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N 70Ru30Cu 18 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.6

I55S)5!H7 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N Hf 18 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.7

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N 80Hf20B 18 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.8

I^I9!I49 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Re 8 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.7

75Fe-11. 6Hf-14Cr-11N Ni 3 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.1

75Fe-n.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ni 3 65Col7Cr16Pt28 25 -6.1

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N 85Ni lOCrSN 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6,3

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N Cu 15 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.5

nmm 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N 80Pcl20B 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -5.4
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[0077] A table 6 shows that magnetic-recording data medium excellent in record reproducing characteristics was able to

be obtained by the configuration which used hep structure or a fee structural material (especially Ru, Hf, Ru alloy, Hf
alloy, nickel, nickel alloy) for the orientation control film 3.

[0078] (Examples 55-63) Except carrying out as the material ofthe perpendicular magnetic film 4 and its thickness are

shown in a table 7, magnetic-recording data medium was produced according to the example 1 (see the table 7). The
result ofhaving evaluated the heat fluctuation resistance of these magnetic-recording data medium is shown in a table 7.

Evaluation ofheat fluctuation resistance computed the decreasing rate (%/decade) of the output to Ushiro*s playback

output based on x(So-S)100/(Sox3) for after [ writing ] 1 second, after writing in in track-recording-density 50kFCI
under 70-degree C conditions. In this formula, So shows the playback output at the time of after

[ signal record ] 1-

second progress to magnetic-recording data medium, and S shows Ushiro's playback output for 1000 seconds. About

magnetic-recording data medium of these examples, the result ofhaving evaluated record reproducing characteristics is

combined and is shown in a table 7.

[0079]

iSlol BB»I§ mme>
MMi

m m 15-1/4 (H/de

s ts 10-X cade)

75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-nN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr 16Pt2B 25 -6.8 0.65

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-1lN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 3 -4.9 1. 03

75Fe-n.6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 8 -5.0 0. 88

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 45 -5.8 0. 55

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 60 -5.

1

0.52

II£IS(^J59 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 62Co19Cr15Pt3Mn 25 -6.

1

0.71

75F8-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 68Co21Cr6Pt5B 25 -6.3 1. 08

75F8-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 61Co17CrZ1Pt 25 -5.6 0.49

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 Co/Pd (*1 15 -5.3 0.36

75Fe-11.6Hf-2. 4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 TbFeCo 25 ^5.

1

0.64

e 0 3n m)

[0080] From a table 7, by setting thickness of the perpendicular magnetic film 4 to 5-50nm (especially 7-3Onm) shows

that outstanding record reproducing characteristics were acquired. Moreover, when a CoCrPt alloy is used for the

perpendicular magnetic film 4, by making Pt content into 8 - 24at% shows that the outstanding heat fluctuation

resistance is acquired.

[0081] (Examples 64-67) By putting the surface ofthe soft magnetism substrate film 2 to oxygen content gas (exposure

gas), magnetic-recording data medium was produced according to the example 1 except performing oxidation treatment

on the soft magnetism substrate film 2. As exposure gas, pure oxygen (100%O2) or oxygen argon mixed gas (50vol%

O2-50vol%Ar) was used. The thickness of the oxidizing zone formed in the surface of the soft magnetism substrate film

2 of the above-mentioned exposxire is shown in a table 8. About magnetic-recording data medium of these examples, the

result ofhaving evaluated record reproducing characteristics is shown in a table 8.

[0082] (Example 68) When forming the soft magnetism substrate film 2, according to the example 1, magnetic-

recording data medivmi was produced except using Ar (100%) and subsequently using oxygen argon mixed gas (mixing

ratio: 10vol%O2-90vol%Ar) as process gas (membrane formation gas), (see the table 8). Ofuse ofoxygen argon mixed
gas, the oxidizing zone was formed near the surface of the soft magnetism substrate film 2. The thickness of this

oxidizing zone is collectively shown in a table 8. About this magnetic-recording data medium, the result ofhaving

evaluated record reproducing characteristics is shown in a table 8.

[0083]

[A table 8]
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(rQtfiUl'2) li

5

l5-l/-h

10-X

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-lW

75Fe-t1.6Hf-2.4Cr-llN

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-UN

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11M

75Fe-l1.6Hf-2.4Cr-1lN

75F6-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N

100X02

100X02

100X02

50XO2-S0XAr

10»O2-90XAr

mn
*i

0.6

2.6

4

1

1

NiAl

NiAl

NiAl

NiAl

NiAl

NiAl

Ru

Ru

Ru

Ru

Ru

Ru

65Co17Cr16Pt2B

65Co17Cr16Pt2B

65Co17Crl6Pt2B

65Co17Cr16Pt2B

65Co17Cr16Pt2B

e5Co17Crl6Pt2B

-6. I

-7.

1

-6.9

-6.

1

-6.8

-6.7

100XArS:^t\;&«v10XO2-90XArS:ffiiL;&.

[0084] A table 8 shows that outstanding record reproducing characteristics were acquired by oxidation of the soft

magnetism substrate film 2.

[0085] (Examples 69-76) According to the example 1, magnetic-recording data medium was produced except forming
the nonmagnetic interlayer 8 between the orientation control film 3 and the perpendicular magnetic film 4 (see the table

9). About magnetic-recording data medium of these examples, the result of having evaluated record reproducing

characteristics and heat fluctuation resistance is shown in a table 9.

0086]

mmrmsL
Ttel
m
K m

10-X
(X/de
cade)

nmm^ 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-UN NiAl 8 Ru 10 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5 0. 65

^mmm 75Fe-ll.eHf-2.4Cr-•UN NiAl 8 Ru 10 60Co40Cr 5 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.8 0. 55

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr- 11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 60Co40Cr 2 65Col7Crl6Pt2B 25 -6.8 0.57

nmmn 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-•UN NiAl 8 Ru 10 6DCo40Cr 18 65Co17Cr 16Pt2B 25 -6.7 0.52

SBSW72 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-•11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 60Co40Cr 25 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.5 0.52

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-UN NiAl 8 Ru 10 55Co35Cr10Mn 5 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.9 0.56

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-•UN NiAl 8 Ru 10 52Co33Cr10Pt5B 5 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -7.0 O.SS

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-UN NiAl 8 Ru 10 55Co45Ru 5 65Co17Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.9 0.58

75Fe-11.6Hf-Z4Cr-UN NiAl 8 Ru 10 60Co30Cr5Ta5B 5 65Col7Cr16Pt2B 25 -6.9 0.54

( 3nm)

[0087] From a table 9, by forming the nomnagnetic interlayer 8 shows that record reproducing characteristics and heat

fluctuation resistance were able to be raised. By setting thickness of the nonmagnetic interlayer 8 to 20nm or less

(especially lOnm or less) especially shows that outstanding record reproducing characteristics were acquired.

[0088] (Examples 77-81) According to the example 1, magnetic-recording data medium was produced except forming

the hard magnetism film 9 and the substrate fihn 10 within a field between the nonmagnetic substrate 1 and the soft

magnetism substrate film 2 (see the table 10). Thickness was set to 1 5nm at the substrate fihn 10 within a field using

94Cr6Mo. About magnetic-recording data medium of these examples, the result ofhaving evaluated record reproducing

characteristics is shown in a table 10. The existence of a spike noise is also collectively shown in a table 10.

[0089]

[A table 10]
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mmn

•mmm

65Co17Cr16Pt2B

65Co17Cr16Pt2B

65Co17Cr16Pt2B

64Co21Cr10Pt5B

84Co16Sm

50

20

140

50

50

m.

75Fe-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr-11N

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N

75F6-11.6Hf-i4Cr-11N

75Fe-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr-11N

75Fe-11. 8Hf-t4Cr-11N

75Fe-11.6W-2.4Cr-11N

NiAl

NiAl

NiAl

NiAl

NiAl

NiAl

Ru

Ru

Ru

Ru

Ru

Ru

65Co17Cr16Pt2B

65Co17Cr16Pt2B

65Col7Cr16Pt2B

65Co17Crl6Pt2B

65Col7Cr16Pt2B

65Cel7Cr1GPt2B

10-X

-6.5

-6.4

-6.5

-6.1

-6.4

-6.0

MX
nm

»i

[0090] From a table 10, by forming the hard magnetism film 9 and the substrate film 10 within a field shows that the

spike noise was able to be stopped. Moreover, it turns out that sufficient record reproducing characteristics were able to

be acquired.

[0091] (Examples 82-86) Except having formed the magnetization stability film 1 1 between the perpendicular magnetic

film 4 and the protective coat 5, magnetic-recording data medium was produced according to the example 1 (see the

table 11). About magnetic-recording data mediimi ofthese examples, the result ofhaving evaluated record reproducing

characteristics is shown in a table 11.

0092]

iB|q)$!liil mm. mms>mmS
tm @ m. m m 19 (3i/de

& S 10-X (uV) cade)

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 (*i -6.5 2180 0. 65

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 (*i 75FB-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr- 11N 3.6 -6.7 2870 0.45

75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 (*i 75F8-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-•UN 7.0 -6.2 2350 0.53

•mmu 75Fe-11.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 (*i 75Fe-11. 6Hf-2.4Cr-11N 9.6 -5.7 1780 0.74

75Fe-1l.6Hf-2.4Cr-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 («i 85F6-15Zr 3.6 -6.4 2660 0.52

75Fe-11,6Hf-2.4Cf-11N NiAl 8 Ru 10 («i 89Co-4Zr-7Nb 3.6 -6.5 2720 0.51

*1:Siiffi[t£lS : 65Co17Cr16Pt2B, ilS2SniD

[0093] From a table 11, by forming the magnetization stability film 1 1 shows that record reproducing characteristics, a

playback output, and heat fluctuation resistance were able to be raised.

[0094]

[Effect of the Invention] Since either is used among what is expressed with the presentation shown below as a material

of a soft magnetism substrate film if it is in magnetic-recording data medium of this invention as explained above,

record reproducing characteristics can be raised.

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-fN (... 1) (60 <=a-i-b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 3<=f<=30)
aFe-bCo-cM-eX2-fN (... 2) (60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=e<=10, 3<=f<=30)

aFe-bCo-cM-dXl-eX2-fN (... 3) (60 <=a+b<=90, 30<=a<=90, 5<=c<=20, 0.1<=d<=7, 0.1<=e<=7, 3<=f<=30)

[Translation done.]
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damages caused hy the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.
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